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DEFENSE HELICOPTER
INDUSTRY CONTRACTOR

TEAMING
I.ta cq Fo)7 o-

Lieutenant Colonel Michael J. Vanairsdal, USA

he purpose of this paper is to
V analyze the current condition .:

of the U.S. defense helicopter in-
dustry. I will describe the state of the
industry and provide its mid- and
near-term forecast. I will identify fac-
tors contributing to industry's condi-
tion and discuss alternative policy
options to address its challenges. I
will defend my recommended course
ot action.

The U.S. military helicopter in-
dustry consists of four major
manufacturers: Bell Helicopter-
Textron, Boeing Helicopters,
McDonnell Douglas Helicopter Com-
pany (MDHC), and Sikorsky Air-
craft. These producers account for
over 98 percent of current and
planned military helicopter
production.

With four firms accounting for the
vast majority of deliveries, the
military helicopter industry qualifies
as an oligopoly as described by
Baumol and Blinder, "a market
dominated by a few sellers, at least
several of which are large enough
relative to the total market to in-
fluence the market price."2 Barriers
to enter the industry are similar to
those of other high technology, high

LTC Vanairsdale is the Deputy
Director of Investment, Office of the
Assistant Secretary of the Army
(Financial Management).
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unit cost, low production quantity in- will likely be reduced correspond- million over last year's program.
dustries. Barriers to entry include ingly. The international defense Helicopter tactical success in the Gulf
enormous capital investment, scarce structure is also affected by the War- may also change minds regarding
human technological expertise, saw Pact/Soviet threat reduction, program cuts. The long-term military
systems too complex for a single firm The NATO countries all face export picture appears relatively
to innovate all subsystems, and resource constraints this year in light strong as well, due primarily to the
significant time lag in return on of the apparently decreased threat. Iraq crisis. In addition, the Far East
investment. Demand for military helicopters will is forecast to be a significant future

Because of the collapse of the War- significantly decrease worldwide. market. Nevertheless, the challenge

saw Pact, the apparent reduction of to industry is significant.

the Soviet threat through CFF Budget Pressure
negotiations, and the pressure to Budget pressures on force structure
reduce the growing national debt, are not the only source of troubles for NTH Program
military force structure and resources military programs; The Government One future military program that
available will most certainly be Accounting Office (GAO) is doing its is unique to conventional military
significantly reduced over the next 5 best to reduce the Army's already procurement is the Army New Train-
years. The Base Force Plan, described meager $1.6 billion FY91 aircraft pro- ing Helicopter (NTH) Program. The
by General Colin Powell in recent curement line. In a report released in NTH is designed to procure 200+
congressional testimony, introduces December 1990, GAO identified po- commercial helicopters as trainers for
the force structure of the future, some tential reductions of $375 million in the U.S. Army Flight Schlnr, at Ft.
75 percent of its present size. The FY89-91 Aircraft Procurement and Rucker, Ala. The contenders are
Department of Defense investment RDTE lines. 3  Schweizer 330, The Enstrom 480, the
spending, procurement and RDTE. What does this mean to the U.S. Aerospatiale 350B, and a Bell 206

military helicopter industry? Predic- derivative, modified by Global

tions for the military rotorcraft in- Helicopters. 7 The peculiarities of this

dustry for the next 10 years are even contract-guaranteeing flight-
less optimistic than they were a year training hours while depending on

less ptimsticdifferent contractor's maintenance,
ago, declining from 7,200 forecast different nrtaintenance,
deliveries last year at this time to a coupled with uncertain long-term
forecast of 4,900 this year, for the aged the "Big Four" from becoming
same 10-year period.4 In the near- nvolved in the NTH.
term, total DOD spending for
military helicopters in FY0I is S4.e With defense budgets falling,
billion, a 25 percent decrease from manufacturers who do not partici-
the $6.1 billion budgeted in FY00 (see pate in the few remaining programs
Figure 1).' The production lines for will fail to retain market share and
AH-o4, UH-o0, and OH-58D will presence, will fail to replace lost
also come to an end it the President's revenues, and will be unable to main-
FY02 budget is upheld, tain technological excellence for

While this is a significant reduc- future success. If the V-22 is scrap-

tion, all is not gloom and doom. The ped, Bell could very well be out of the

most promising future military military market. However, Bell's
helicopter programs are the resilient position as a civil helicopter

Marine Corps Navy V-22 Program, manufacturer is not in danger. The

and the Army Light Helicopter (LH) losers in the LH competition said

Program, both of which are facing a goodbye to 15 years of investment
brighter future than anytime in the and research and development
brigter u(R&D). The winners will lead the in-
past. Currently. Bell and Boeing are dsr o h oeeal uue
teamed to coproduce the V-22, and dustry for the foreseeable future.
Boeing and Sikorsky are teamed for Should both V-22 and LH fail
full-scale development (FSD) of the through more severe budget cuts.
LH, now called the AH-66 Comman- given the current environment there

che, with follow-on production if may be no industry members left.

current plans hold. The V-22 has What strategy will ensure survival
many friends in the Congress, and by industry members? The synopsis
this year in the Presidents's budget, above makes it obvious that par-
the LH received an additional 5300 ticipation is the key to survival. The

industry, with government coopera-

The RAH-6( (anmaic the, tray lwfv' hi-treh tion, must develop an innovative ap-
heliptrrfir the frnr, (hatm , ,oll)'fo Aq proach to the problem. Five policy
Pl,'l~iprt,'r' option alternatives follow.
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Five Options three. For example, if V-22 is can-
Option 1. Continue competitive celed and LH requirements remain at

procurement. In other words, do 1,292 units as forecast, if the I.H is
nothing. Allow the four primes to competed, it is unlikely the losers

compete for fewer programs fewer could survive until a future program

airframes, and fewer resources. comes forth.

Option 2. Encourage the continued Option 3, with no complementary
trend toward contractor teaming to action, is unsatisfactory. The military

allow as many to survive in the in- helicopter industry is vital to national
dustry as possible. A warm produc- defense. Industry viability is in the
tion base, strides in technology, and pubnic In dust a biliy

incrase inintrnatona saes illpublic interest and satisfies a basicrule of government industrial policyinrest in fewernta stroer, di
result in fewer, but stronger, and market interference. The current
competitors. budget situation and value placed on

Option 3. Subsidize the industry to competition in the United States
ensure viability of manufacturers, preclude this option.
and to continue U.S. leadership in ad- Option 4, nationalized teaming,
vanced technology and research in also is not acceptable in the current
the military rotary wing.'/tilt wing competitive and fiscal environment in
industry, the United States. However, if in-

Option 4. Nationalize manufac- dustry viability becomes question-
turers, as has been done in Britain able, this option will become
and France. In essence, establish con- attractive.
trolled nationalized teaming. Option 5, teaming ot two

Option 5. Combine options above, manufacturers, combined with R&D Dual Production
Merge or team two manufacturers, contracts to the remaining to ensure The LH was originally envisioned
and contract R&D with the remain- survival, is questionable from a
ing, to keep the entire industry base government policy viewpoint for the to be a program of 4,000 airframes
warm and alive, same reasons as Options 3 and 4. and in two models, a utility aircraft and

Option 1 is not viable in the cur- is suspect as well from a viable a scoutattack aircaft. With large

rent market environment. With the business strategy viewpoint. ment envisioned dual production and
number of programs reduced, the Option 2, contractor teaming, several benefits.
production quantities reduced, and holds the answer for industry success
the programs remaining evisioned to and growth. The benefits, although -Cost reduction through team com-
be the only programs coming into ex- changing over time, far outweigh the petition to FSD, with the winning
istence over the next 10-20 years, the negatives. I will use the V-22 and LH team continuing FSD. After FSD, and
success of one vendor in one program as examples of the application and initial production, production com-
may mean the demise of the other benefits of teaming. petition would take place, resulting

in further cost reduction
H;URF; 1. U.S. DEFENVSE HELICOPTER -Greater investment funds, greater
SPENI)ING 1987-1991 R&D base available

7 -Reduced duplication of critical
skills, capital investment

6 -Higher level of overall product
5 excellence

-Overall economies of scale
ca 4 -Second source, warm production
.2 base, mobilization capability.

Te contractor teams. Bell-Boeing.
2 Bell-MDHC, and Boeing-Sikorsky,

also recognized several advantages.

-Pooled resources

0 -Reduced financial risk
1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 -Reduced technical risk

R&D Modification U Procurement M Total -Strengthened competitive position

Rotor,4 Wing eWonaboaW Feb. 1991 -Optimized technical expertise.
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competition, however, Boeing-
Sikorsky and Bell-MDHC, have been
involved in direct competition in
years past. Boeing and Sikorsky com-
peted for the UTTAS, which
Sikorsky won; Bell and MDHC
(formerly Hughes Helicopters) com-
peted for the Army's observation
helicopter program, and compete
directly in the civil helicopter in-
dustry. The problems of proprietary
information and team goals will
become more significant given
historic competitive relationships.
How the teaming arrangement for the
AH-66 evolves may provide the
answer for the future of teaming ar-
rangements in the industry.

Other strategies can and should be
used by manufacturers to make them
more viable, and many of the follow-
ing have been practiced throughout
industry. Complementing strategies
include licensing off-shore production

The V-22 O)sprv is thCeI M-art (P n xt-gelr stion.ship-to-shor assaultaircraftai w ill repkle the and/or technology, initiating joint
('H-46, production ventures with off-shore

lWhile tctli Si,, less than either dual production or firms, diversifying manufacturing for
sole competition.8 other aerospace segments, and

sOiiivti~in- Areas of Concern creating a modernization market for
fielded programs. In addition,

('/ 1 ''tifo5"rs po-st's Teaming and coproduction brings government contracting of critical
4i's iicIII with it some areas of concern. R&D efforts must not be ruled out,

-Members have problems with particularly if survival of this critical

]'n' I[ns, ]tkt'I ,communication and cooperation national defense industry is in
after contract award when there is no question.

nil~t 0It' o'1'rL'toItI' common goal to win. Surviving
if ' -Team goals sometimes take second In summary, the U.S. military

priority to company goals. helicopter industry will not survive

to '-ani'lq' -Teams cannot keep proprietary in- in its current configuration, given
formation completely separated, par- generally accepted forecasts for
ticular' when team members on one future procurement. However, as il-

In the LH program, however, program are competitors on another. lustrated in the analysis above, the

when requirements dropped to 1,292 -Companies sometimes put less principal hope for the industry will

units, even the government realized than the best toot forward in human come from contractor teaming, as is

that dual production was no longer talent. being done currently with Bell-Boeing
and the V-22, and the teams offeasible. Now, the winning team will - The potential political clout of Boeing-Sikorsky and Bell-MDHC on

coproduce, with each team member multimember teams with resulting the Light Helicopter. While teaming
manufacturing in its area of expertise- huge constituencies is a concern. "sometime-competitors" poses signifi-
Many of the government and all of Excessive teaming may result in cant problems. the prolems must be
the contractor benefits are still
realized, but the fundamental govern- homogenizing of technology, overcome if the industry is to

ment reason for contractor While the Bell-Boeing relationship survive.

teaming-price competition-is on the V-22 has not progressed with- In addition, government assistance
eliminated with coproduction. With out some of the problems mentioned in the form of advanced technology
coproduction, the three principal cost above, overall the teaming arrange- research and development, admini-
elements, non-recurring tooling, ment has been quite succL:':sful. One stered conditionally on the principal
recurring airframe production, and reason for that success can be at- of additionality, should not only
recurring armament production, will tributed to the lack of historic head- assist with survival, but should make
be reduced significantly. In copro- to-head competition between Bell and the U.S. makers more competitive in
duction the cost of these three Boeing in the industry. The team
elements is estimated to be 33 percent members who lined up for the LH (Continmud mt lwm- 1)
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EXPERIENCING
DIVERSITY

Dr. May-jo Hall

anaging the 2005 Work
'k . .Force is a new three-

hour workshop developed as part of
the Program Management Course
(PMC) electives program at the
Defense Systems Management Col-
lege, Ft. Belvoir, Virginia. Objectives
are:

-Help participants become aware of
the work force trends as indicated by
demographic data

-Help participants become aware of
what a diverse work force is and how
it relates to productivity

-Have participants experience
through several exercises some bar-
riers to productivity in the organiza-
tional setting

-Have participants develop a plan
of action for assessing their organiza-
tions awareness and acceptance ot
diversity.

This article presents an overview
of elements within the workshop.
Additional resources and a reading
list are available from the author.

Utilize Talents
In 1987, the Hudson Institute

published results of Workforce 2000.
a study commissioned by the Depart-
ment of LTabor. The purpose was to
study and document major American
labor-market trends to help public
policy-makers adjust to changes in would ;nfluence the direction of The study posits there will be tour
economic and social conditions that policies and programs. It was an- major trends shaping the economic

ticipated the end-result would be scenario of America as this century
Dr. HallisapmfissoroJ'manimenwnt "...an economically competitive ends. These are:

at the lkfinse wtems MainuWrnct (01- America that fully utilizes talents and
legr. Sbe dewlod the norkshop, Mau- skills of all its citizens." (Johnston, -The American economy should
iq the 2005 WVork Fore. 1987.) grow at a relatively healthy pace
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-The U.S. manufacturing will be a . varied in terms of training for new
much smaller share of the economy skills, benefits, promotion rates, etc.
in the year 2000 than it is today -, Even though the report showed that

-The work force will grow slowly, presently the government falls behind
becoming older and more female " in hiring women, data indicated that

presently women comprise 50 percent
-Theof government personnel specialists,
will demand much higher skill levels contract specialists, budget analysts
than the jobs of today. (Johnston, cn i:,specialistsnbudgetaanalysts
1987.) and program analysts.

This research reflects other studies *, , Combining data and projected
elaborating on the "baby boom to trends from these two studies, the im-
baby bust" idea, "graying" of the 1 ',i portant question for a manager in the
work f and government becomes: "What are theforce, a change in the implications from this data and why
demographic mix of the population. are they important to me?"
(Fortune, June 17, 1991, p.12.) One
key aspect of the demographic trend Productivity is an issue in many
is that only 15 percent of new en- ;. organizations. However, in the ac-
trants into the workforce will be quisition arena that the Defense
white males (Table 1). Systems Management College serves

the productivity issue is compounded
by a constantly changing resources
environment-people and money.

How does a program manager
create an environment where
employees are motivated to focus on
customer satisfaction and provide a
quality product or service, especially
when employees have a variety of
needs, values and attitudes?

How does the program manager of
the future anticipate changes in the
work place based on changing
demographics, and capitalize on
these changes to build an effective
workteam?

How does a program manager

reward team members?

Individual Uniqueness

One kev aspect of creating an en-
vironment where workers are
motivated is recognition of team
members in terms of individual
uniqueness; i.e., who they are and
where they are coming from in terms

similar, as would be expected, to na- of education and experience, their
tional trends. Based on data in the values, beliefs and attitudes, and how
study, the projection is that the Civil they relate to the world in terms ot
Service will have slower growth than perceptions.
previously known; the Civil Service Xerox, Honeywell, Mobil, Ethicon
will become increasingly an employer and 3-M are among companies realiz-
of women with an increasingly older ing that, in order to increase produc-

Civil Service 2000 work force; and the Civil Service will tivity, the demographics (f their

A year after publication of have a shift in demographics. employees should reflect demo-
Workforce 2000, The Office of Per- One ot the primary projections of graphics of their customers. (Geber,
sonnel Management commissioned a Civil Service 2000 is that 50 percent 19Qo0: Thomas, 1900.) These com-
study by the Hudson Institute to of workers who will be in the Civil panies use a marketing strategy em-
focus on trends within the federal Service at the end of this century are phasizing knowing the customers by
work force. Findings were published already on the work rolls. Implica- examining their differences,
in Civil Service 2000 and were tions for this fact are many and internally and externally.
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TANBLE 1. MOST' NFH" IV AR \'J ]'0 I'l These organizations have pro-
grams to promote the acceptance of

' LABOR U"(JR CF , 1'/:. ILL B! XO.\- I ll I~t" differences, referred to as "work force

OR I1MIIGRANT. diversity." Managing diversity is
defined as openly supporting and en-
couraging ideas from all people
whether their beliefs, personal life-

9015 NATIVE WHITE styles, race, gender or age are dif-
0MALES ferent from, or similar to, ours.

80 .- . Loden and Rosener in their book,
47 Workforce America! state there are

NATIVE WHITE primary dimensions and secondary
70 FEMALES dimensions contributing to an in-

42 dividual's uniqueness, thus to work
60 force diversity and, ultimately, to

I NATIVE organization productivity.
50 - NON-WHITE Primary dimensions of diversity

z MALES are age, ethnicity, gender, physical

" 40 abilities, race and sexual orientation.

W 36 NATIVE Secondary dimensions are educa-

30 NON-WHITE tion, geographical location, income,
13 FEMALES marital status, religious beliefs and

20 work experience.
These dimensions, which provide

5 13 IMMIGRANT individuals with a unique perspectiveMALES

10 - 5 on all aspects of their lives, are

4 9 graphically displayed in what Loden

0 and Rosener call the "Diversity

LABOR FORCE, INCREASE, IMMIGRANT Wheel." (Table 2.)

1985 1985 -2000 FEMALES
Each person relates to the world

based on a unique set of dimensions.
Source: Hudson Institute. Individuals relate to other people in

terms of how different the, are in

... ,, - I , t .1 e ) ,A P these dimensions. This is referred to
. .'~ * 1as "otherness." For every person. the

unique combination of dimensions
affects individual values, attitudes,
expectations, priorities, motivation,
and productivity. All affect the
organization.

$This approach to explain why
AGE CO diversity exists may seem simple at

the macro-level. Yet, when examined
Sclosely, implications are profound for

PLACE program managers in the acquisition
community, and for supervisors at all

T Mlevels. Organizational realities today
differ from past ones and will change

ABILITIES/ ETHNICFTY /as the year 2000 nears. Quality ser-
QUALITIES/ vices and products are watchwords

of the competitive marketplace as
downsizing becomes a reality.

The Workforce 2000 scenario in-

dicates that a labor market homo-
geneous in terms of demographics is

1ELIEFS out of the question. Diverse workers
expecting more than tolerance or in-
difference from the traditional model

Source: Workforce Ammeica (I M) Loden and Rosener. are growing in critical proportions.
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According to Roosevelt Thomas, The primary reason for educating
American Institute for Managing yourself on stereotypes is that when
Diversity, Morehouse College, many a person does not know another per-
diverse workers are not interested in son, the two tend to relate in terms
being assimilated into a "melting pot" of sterotypes. (Kanter, 1978.)
but want to be accepted for the If a new program manager or any
unique qualities they bring to a work supervisora 1-yar o worteam. supervisor has 15-20 years of work

experience with groups demo-
The key is for managers to grahically homogeneous, then

welcome the diversity scenario as a relating to a work team not fitting
challenge. They should view the in- this model would be a challenge.
creasing diversity in the labor market Many managers and supervisors in
as an opportunity to gain new ideas, government and industry are neither
increase innovation in method- prepared nor trained to deal with this
ologies, and gain opportunities to diversity.
broaden perspective of the work
team: also, to increase the bottom Office Barriers
line, whether a quality product to The third aspect of making
satisfy the user's requirement or a yourself personally aware is con-
quality service to increase team sciously learning about barriers in
effectiveness. your environment that hinder full

How does this happen? participation of all workers.

The DSMC workshop has an ex-
Be Aware ercise where barriers are listed by

As many learning models advise, ,participants, together with an action

the first step is to increase one's plan to remove them. One part of the
awarnesrs osteis oirase ors exercise is to view a poster, stressing
awareness of this diversity or -"quality as an attitude," which fre-"otherness." How do you create quently is seen on walls in organiza-
awareness opportunities7?"tions espousing total quality

One way is to look at your unique ' ' management.
dimensions of diversity and literally Closer inspection reveals a man
put yourself on the diversity wheel. and a boy surrounded by myriad
From this analysis, you can reflect on
biases and values germane to your faces-primarily white males. Out of
dimensions. Another way is to look the many small pictures surrounding
at y'our work team, office. etc. the two central figures there are

scenes with females and no distin-
Perry Smith says in his article. "Be guishable scenes of blacks; one

a Better Leader": 'woman is baking a cake and the other

appears to be a school teacher.
The next time you hold a
meeting of your key subor- What is this poster really saying?

dinates, look around and see Learning from this experience What does it say to different people?
who is in attendance. If the points out the following aspects of After this exercise, one participant
room is full of white males with stereotypes: said he saw the poster frequently;
only a very few women and a -They are numerous and prevalent however, he never noticed it speaks
very few members of minority in most groups primarily to one type of team
groups, you have a problem. -They are often caustic and member-the white male.
(1091.) derogatory, based on prejudice Other office barriers suggested by
Another part of personal aware- -They are typically distorted participants include the frequent use

ness is to learn as much as possible gcneralizations that do not consider of innuendo and jokes degrading cer-
about stereotypes and focus on ways specifics of a situation tain dimensions of diversity; the fre-
to avoid them. One exercise in quent use of having only competitive
Managing the 2005 Work Force -They block out information team sports for social activities; and
workshop has participants spend -They pigeonhole a person or group the perception that different rules
10-15 minutes listing stereotypes -They limit the view of people's exist for different groups. Another
associated with the following labels: qualities barrier, promoted by different com-
civilian, military, black, white, -If verbalized, or allowed to surface munication styles, is including certain
female, male, older employee, in any way, they are legitimized and, people in group discussions and ex-
younger employee and handicapped once legitimized, are difficult to
employee, control. ((GOntintiwd on p/ae 27)
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THE AIR FORCE
LESSONS LEARNED

PROGRAM NEEDS YOU
Pat Nickell

Bob Kerr

c-cen-tu-ate the positive, bank contains not only Air Force
e-lim-i-nate the nega- lessons, but Army and Navy lessons.

tive...." We're surf you recognize All lessons are revalidated annually
these as words of an old song, but it to ensure they are accurate and up-
also is the principle on which the to-date. This data base is located at
Lessons Learned Program is based. Wright-Patterson Air Force Base,

The spiraling cost, limited-funds Ohio, and managed by the Acquisi-
The pirlin cotlmitd-fnds tion Logistics Division s (ALD) Air

world is a reality todav that presents Force Lessons Learned Pro gram

new ciiallenges to supporting our Office.

fighting forces. Because of constantly

shrinking budgets, we are forced to The data base is a comprehensive.
find new and improved ways of do- real-time, on-line, ull text, interac-
ing business and ensure that we don't tive information storage and retrieval
repeat mistakes, system. It is divided into o5 separate

The purpose of the Lessons 'impact areas" such as contract

I.earned Program is to gather and management, artificial intelligence,

record experiences, lessons learned, maintenance engineering, h gistics
both positive and negative, conduct management information support,

life-cycle cost, logistics support
research necessary to verity these ex-
periences are accurate, and make n t t and toal quality manage-

them available for use by Department areas can be added, Searches can be
of Defense (DOD) employees anti

made by impact area, keyword or
certified government contractors. We
transsfer experience from those who program phase.
have it to tlkose who need it. Lessons learned has developed in-

sources, valitdation procedures costs and include supporting opera-
Lessons learned are not to be con- ptt an aliatioragedure tional or test software.and an atitomnated storage andi

strued as criticism of prime contrac- retrieval system to provide feedback Non-technical lessons tleal with
trequipment manufacturers ortrsgrm ofices; nor are or from flightline mechanic to designer. program management anti logistics

necessarily o in dfiienies One objective is to close the gap be- support planning influences like pro-
lesson learned is simply a recorded tween Air Force organizations anti ceiiral deficiencies or improvements,

experience of value in condtcting the defense industry by documenting time-phasing of program office ac-
fture programs or modifications, experiences of users and maintainers tions, quality assurance, and other

of systems and equipment anti logistics support considerations.
Memory Bank Is Current feeding this information to designers While most lessons are acquisition

The Lessons Learned staff main- !or future reference, oriented, we are expanding to include
tains this corporate memory bank of lessons in operational areas, like the
past program experiences. The data Technical and Non-technical Blue Two Visit Program. Blue Two

There are two categories of is named after Air Force blue-suited,
Als. Nickell wi'a a membe- o' the lessons-technical and non-technical. two-stripers that allows contractors

larnsIstflt'ds 'fat H ht-Patteroon Technical lessons pertain to design to work side-by-side with airmen on

Air Force Bace, Ohio. Mr. Ken is the features of a system or equipment base flightlines, worldwide, to gain
data baeanarero fthlstmns ca,;ad that influence reliability, main- a better understanding of how the
l'rvoarn, tainability, availability and support systems they design perform in
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operational conditions. Experiences The Lessons Learned staff has The Lessons Learned Office has
like these improve future designs. developed a P.C. version of the data forms for submitting PLLs or they
The bottom line is that lessons bank called the Automated Lessons can be submitted electronically
learned need to be applied in our Learned Capture and Retrieval through on-line access. All PLLs go
daily work. System (ALLCARS). This version, through a validation process to en-

Some lessons learned can save on disks, can be run on your P.C. sure accuracy of information. A

money and man-hours by early iden- Disks will be updated periodically for validator, then, is an individual (or

tification of problems that can reduce currency, organization) with expertise in the
subject area of the PLL and ap'ees to

repair times, by providing helpful in- We invite youI to submit potential do necessary research t, ensure
formation for request for proposal re- lessons learned (PLL) to us or to validity of 'information (validate)
quirements. and by saving money in become a potential lesson validator. contained in the PLL. This valuable
design that could eliminate configur- When writing lessons for submission. program will be enhanced through
ing the same mission items repeat- there are criteria to be followed. The
edlh. Using lessons learned is a key proper format consists of a Topic, your participation.

to improved reliability, supportabil- Lesson Learned, Problem, Discus- On-line Access
itv and readiness of present and sion, and Recommended Action You may request on-line access to
tuture weapon systems. Lessons statements. Two areas presenting the the data base or take advantage of
learned can be profitably applied in most problems for writers are the other services of the Air Force
ever' step of system design, develop- Lessons Learned and Recommended Lessons Learned Program Office by
ment and production, and in plan- Action statements. The Lesson contacting ALD LSE, Wrigh.t-
ning for support of the system after Learned statement must show a cause Patterson AFB, Ohio, 45433-5000;
deployment. We will be able to get and effect relationship. For example: Defense Systems Network (DSN)
more from limited resources by ac- "Inadequately designed heat removal 785-9689 or Commercial (513)
centuating the posi~ive experie'nces systems and lack of status monitor- 255-9689. You may leave a message
and eliminating t lw negative onles. ing (cause) of critical equipment cool- after duty hours by calling DSN

User Feedback ing can result in data errors and 785-5238 or Commercial (513)
User feedback is an important tool equipment failure or damage (ef- 255-5238. We will return your call the

the staff uses to improve their services tect). next duty day.
and the quality of lessons entered into The Recommended Action state- You are the key we need to
the data bank. Feedback is obtained ment must say "who" should take enhance this important program.
by using questionnaires and by phone "what" action and "when" the action Will you become involved?
calls to program users should be taken.

DEFENSE HELICOPTER INDUSTRY CONTRACTOR TEAMING
S( komtinucd .fiuu paqi 5

the lucrative future markets of the Far U.S. Helicopter Makers," Interavia, Harvey, David S.. "U.S. Defense
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5. Harvey, p. 20. Bad.'' Rotor and Winy, International.
Feb. 1001: 25-30.

0. lb7id, p. 20. Lambert. Mark. 'Better Times for
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LEPER AND
WHIPPING BOY

Lieutenant Commander Stephen Kasputis, USN

Shen someone asks what
my job is for the Navy,

I say I am the designated leper and
whipping boy. I work for the Navy
Standard Signal Processor shop, at-
tempting to introduce a new standard
signal processor to the Navy. There
are valid arguments for and against
the use of any standard. This is not
intended to support either side but,
rather, point out unique problems
faced in one small part of "standards"
management.

Introduction of a new standard
signal processor is not a pretty thing
to watch. Most major program
managers tend to see only negative
aspects of standards. They are, at
best, hesitant to use standards,
especially a new standard, in their
systems. It seems at times that they
run away from standards and hide
behind every excuse conceivable. In N
this respect, being a representative of
the Standards Program Office is like
being a leper.

One occasionally gets the feeling --
that before approaching the user pro- '

gram offices, you should tie a bell "
around your neck and yell "Unclean!
Unclean!" to warn of your approach.
Another axiom of this job is when a
program does use a new standard in 7
the system, it provides a convenient ,Z --

scapegoat. _____

The program office or prime
system developer can blame govern-
ment furnished equipment (GFE) for

Lieutenant aCommander Kaputis seves
with the Naval Sea Systems Command,
Wafhinqtm, 1). C.
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many system woes. In this respect, Compounding the perceived loss of Another possibility is a wish to ex-
my job is very much like being a control by the weapon system pro- pand their business base, in this case
whipping boy. gram manager is this fact: His prime to include signal processors.

development contractor is usually Developing a processor for the
Sense of Loss claiming to have a better way to solve system they are creating would be a

Reasons for unpopularity of a new the problem. good way to break into the market-
standard are probably involved Every defense contractor has a place. Whatever the reason, this hard
enough to justify several doctoral faster, cheaper, more efficient sell is only to be expected.
dissertations in psychology or method of doing whatever has to be The use of a standard product
management. However, there are a done, and will espouse merits of the becomes even less inviting to a pro-
few obvious choices. Chief among solution at every opportunity. gram manager constantly exposed to
them is the sense of loss of some con- Several possibilities exist for the the "hard sell."
trol by the program manager whohas been directed to use a standard prime-developer motivation. Pos-
haben deed to paralel t sta sibly there is a competing processor
being developed in parallel with hs in some stage of development for
system. which they wish to create or expand

Performance shortfalls of the a market. It i i not
emerging standard, delays in de-
velopment schedule, or procurement
cost increases could have serious
adverse effects on his program. Pro-
gram managers usually perceive they I "
have little or no influence over the
standard's development and that ac- -"

cepting this equipment as GFE is, in Z-11.1
~ reality, just adding government fur-

nished risk.

-______-"Catch 22

.1 7 In trying to gain acceptance for our
C"M_ _ product, the Standards Program Of-
-- fice constantly has a "Catch 22" situa-

-- tion. Each user program office wants
-the latest technology available for its

,program. From the point of view of
the user program, a standard in

4-.development for any length of time
obviously cannot embody latest
technology.

The "Catch 22" comes from the
other argument used by the same
program offices; the signal processor
still in development is not mature
enough to incorporate into their
system without considerable risk.

S . They apparently want a fully
tested, drop-in box whose perfor-
mance has been proved to meet their

.- requirements, which is easier to pro-
gram than your VCR, has a complete
set of fully tested programming and
debug tools, has their defined inter-
faces, is fully documented, and is

- - available within days of the first
- laboratory demonstration of the

technology it employs.
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There is a contradiction here be- incorporate the use of standards, cies to his advantage is the sad fact
tween the maturity and level of delivery dates and performance that communication among govern-
technology desired in a standard. parameters of the standards (to be ment program offices is usually much
This contradiction, however, seems provided as GFE) are typically writ- worse than communication between
to be obvious to very few, and stan- ten into the contract. For any a program office and the prime
dards suffer from the fact that they schedule or performance deficiencies developer. The contractor's version
cannot satisfy that contradiction, of the GFE that the contractor can of problems with the GFE and their

prove, a claim for compensation can proposed solutions are, therefore,
Age and Ability be made. more efficiently communicated than

The argument about using a par- For developments occurring under are rebuttals or alternate solutions
ticular technology is always on the a cost-plus type contract, claimed that the standards program office
age of that technology, and not on its deficiencies in GFE can be used in an might offer.
ability to do the job now and in the attempt to hide shortfalls in the This results in the standard not
future. It a system is labeled as con- prime's development effort. Even if only being the whipping boy of con-
taining old technology, it is im- the prime's efforts are meeting ex- tractors but of other program offices.
mediately and unquestionably also pected schedule and performance Add to this the voice of those argu-
labeled as something to be avoided achievements, deficiencies in GFE can ing against using standards earlier in
This may be our love for new tech- be turned into extra funded effort for the program, and were waiting to say
nology and constant quest to "build them as they need to develop "work- "I told you so," and you have an ef-
a better mousetrap." arounds." This at least keeps a few fective federation exercising the

The surprising fact is that all levels employees working longer and may whipping-boy aspects of my job.
of managers and policy-makers, provide extra profit. For many reasons, a few of which
almost without exception, echo the Another possible motive for a I outlined above, my current billet
same theme. Even requirements prime development contractor to find will remain, at least in the near term,
analysts seem to assume automati- fault with a GFE processor is that he that of designated leper and whipping
cally that if a system does not have has a competing processor he hopes boy.
the latest technology, it cannot pos- to sell to the government. This is While the wounds of a whipping
sibly meet approved requirements. identical to one of the reasons I boy may heal, leprosy has no known

The reasons for existence for the discussed for a standard's un- cure. A leper's only hope for a better
whipping boy aspects of this job may popularity. It is simply occurring life is through better social accep-
be nearly as numerous as those for with the weapon system program in tance. But the opinions and attitudes
the leper aspects. At first they seem a different situation than I discussed of society, even a relatively small one
obvious, but have subtleties not before. Even if the contractor has no like our acquisition community,
easily uncovered or explained. The processor of his own that he hopes to change slowly.
natural response of finger-pointing substitute immediately, changing -
usually has compound reasons from the designated standard pro- Therefore. I hold little hope for im-
behind it. cessor will again, at least, provide provement in the acceptance of anymore work for employees, new processing standard in the near

Consider first the system prime future. Unless acceptance is eventu-
developer. Some programs are living ally achieved, the job of managing a
the legacy of the fixed-price develop- Poor Communication standards program will remain in a
ment contract era. For fixed-price Compounding the effect of the unique social and managerial posi-
development contracts that were to prime contractor using GFE deficien- tion in the acquisition system.
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CHANGE OF COMMAND AND RETIREMENT

Receiving his wings in 10o4, Rear I/,Hw lb', laki I lwkel, ('11d, ',o XX Branch. Oftice ot Nal Wa r-
Admiral Vincent subsequLently served tol A'711w :I tqftlt; 'latd lulli I"! tarc on t he statft othe Chiet (it Nav.al

tours inVI'-40. AS Nort Wslan asmla I"' I tIW ttm I tI/],,nt 1" Operations. During this last assign-
Plane Comnmander thving the SP-:B I, . .1 ,~tflkW ,&I (i )71 I/h1 1., .11. k; I ,,no"'! nient, hc 'vsesletted tor major
VT-28 as, a TS- 2A f light instruct'r- I inIIl s'-':j 'I %Ast 'Jljldn ti..., Ap< IIm a an d.
aind V'P- 17 as a D epartment Head and I' )S,,t/i/ 2 M! n.1.ra -h ne Commandant reported to
Plane Mission Commander. During " ' 'Patrol Wing TX\O. NAS Barbers
these tours, he participat ed in tiye Point. as Conmmandler in 1084. lDur
Southeast Asia deployments tlying Rear Admir..l Vinent asumeId ing this tour, two squadron,, comn-
Market Time Operations,. In addi- command ot VI'-44. NAS Brunswic k. pited transition to the !'-3C Mlod.
ion, he attended the Naval in 1078. During his u'mmand \Th44 and the Wing participated in highly

Postgraduate School where het w&s transitioned to the P-3C Update HIscesu ASIN' operations in the
awarded a master s degree in and deployedl to NAS K~eflavik, P'acitic operating area. He reported to
aevronautiCal engineering; the Naval Iceland. The squadron received Navai Air Sy-stems Command in
War Collkge where he was graduated several awards including the October 1085 as P~-3 Program Man-
with distinction and awarded the Meritorious Unit Commendation. ager. Rear Admiral Vincent served as
Nlindendorf Award for Tactical Battle "E",. Golden Wrench, and teProgram Director. Air. tor ASW
Research; and the Defense Systems Silver Anchor. After his command and] Assault Programs until April
Management College. During a tour tour, he completed tours as Chief 1000, when he was named Program
at Naval Air Systems Command, he Staff Officer, Patrol Wing FIVE: LEcutiv, Officer for Air ASIN'
served as the Tactical Air Recon- Naval Armaments Officer, U.S. Mis- Assault, and Special Missions.
naissance Class Desk Officer. sion NATO. and Head of the Air Programs.
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WHY LEADERS CAN'T LEAD
The Ufnconscious Conspiracy (ontinuc'.

Warren Bennis
(The lossey-Bass Management &Srics, I989 , I ) pp.

;jj his book is intended for peo- ecutive vice president of the State The author hopes the book will
pie in a position for leader- University of New York, he was suc- give readers practical ideas on how

ship, or aspiring to such a position- cessor to Douglas McGregor at the to deal with difficult issues. Con-
for anyone interested in the future of Sloan School of Management, Mas- sideration of ideas from each part of
our society. The author, Warren Ben- sachusetts Institute of Technology. the book, presented below, will pro-
nis, recognizes the changes in the He has served on the faculties at Har- vide insight into its nature and scope.
loS0s were a result of what happened yard and Boston Universities. He is
in the 1960s and 19 70s. the author of 15 books including the Part One:

in best-selling Leaders: The Strategies The Unconscious
The unconscious conspiracy for Taking Charge (1985, with B. Conspiracy and How to

contemporary society according to Nanus), and more than 500 articles. Confound It
Bennis, has "prevented leaders-no Bennis was an advisor to four U.S. -Top men and woman new to the
matter what their original vision- presidents and now serves as a cor- burdens ot high position may become
from taking charge and making porate consultant.
changes." Today, it is more difficult over-worked, and seriousi' under-
to be a leader in America than it was mine the legitimacy and effectiveness
in 107o, when Bennis wrote The Un- of executives reporting to them.
conscious Conspiracy: Why Leaders
Can t Lead. Most Americans readily
believe we need leaders in the 1000s
but, according to Bennis, leaders 11
never have been held in lower regard
than they are now. Most of our
leaders feel helpless to affect anything
beyond their immediate environ-
ment. so the, are retreating into an
ever-contractin,. private world.

Mr. Bennis identifies the problems .-Won"
tacing our leaders todav and
describes how to deal with trouble-
some issues. He hopes the book will
make each reader aware of the pos-
sibilities for change in an organiza-
tion and spur him her to take respon-
sibility for change. This is the first
step in taking charge-in becoming
a leader.

Mr. Bennis is a distinguished pro-
fessor of business administration'at
the University of Southern Califor-
nia. Before serving as president of the
University of Cincinnati and ex-

)aiid I). Acker, mior miwr, serds in
the Research Directorate at the Defense
Systems Matn'ment (o lkia.
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-The leader must develop a suf- -As a nation cannot survive wisdom, canniness, and vision of all
ficient climate of understanding so without virtue, it cannot progress its employees to function at an op-
that the various publics on whom without some common vision. timum level.
every present-day institutuion -At the moment, Americans -idols, such as CEOs, may start
depends for its support, financial and don't seem to want leaders; we seem believing their own press. They get
moral, as well as the people who take to prefer conspirators, and that is rid of dissenters or those who mayits classes or work in its plants and what we have. We seem destined to have ideas.
offices, care about the institution and drift on dreamlessly, secure in our co-
identify with its destiny. -Contemporary corporate struc-i coons of self interest. ture emerged by chance rather than

-Routine work drives out
nonroutine work and smothers -We must have full and free com- by choice.

creative planning. munication regardless of rank and -The two-track CEO-COO struc-

-- Many institutions are well power. ture is unworkable at the bottom.

managed, but poorly led. We collude -America has always been at war Although a clean and clear division

in the unconscious conspiracy to im- with itself. We always dreamt of of responsibilities may be put on

merse us in routine, community and democracy but paper, the responsibilities are in-
always practiced individualism and divisible and inextricably inter-

-- Leaders are people who do the capitalism. We have celebrated in- woven. The solution is to combine
right thing; managers are people who nocence but sought power. the responsibilities of the CEO and
do things right. COO and assign them to the CEO.-We have cut ourselves loose

-American organizations are from our social bonds, and we're -With less structure and more
underled and overmanaged, adrift, victims of our own hubris. leadership, American business might

-There are tour competencies evi- -begin to recover its nerve, energy and
e eu copte es -The physical world is elegant in spunk; at present, there is little de-dent in successful corporate leaders: design, predictable in action, and mand in the executive suites of ourmanagement of attenion; manage- fixed in purpose: the social world is country, only n unnatural and

mentot meaning (to make dreams vastly indignant, unpredictable and unhealthv affection for the statusapparent to others): management of unfixed. quo.trust (constancy); and management
of self (knowing one's skills and -Technologically, we're very ad- -It has been the obsession of
employing them effectivel). vanced: psychologically, we're babes America's big businesses to watch the

in the woods. We don't understand bottom line and the inability of
- Leaders know themselves; they" ourselves or anyone else very well. businesses to see that its workers are

know their strengths and nurture
them. -Today, no country has the kind their primary asset that has got them

of leadership it once had and now into trouble. Employees are a com-
-Change occurs in two primary needs urgently. pany asset not a primary liability.

ways: through trust and truth, and
through dissent and conflict. -The new reliance on the courts -'.,wer and property reside in

has diminished the autonomy ot in- people and the key measure-pro-
-The people who change not stitutions, but threatened the ductivity-in companies and nations

mereli the content at a particular autonomy of the individual, is attributable less to the quantity of
discipline but its practice and focusto the quality of
art not only innovators but leaders. -We see the law less as an instru- their people.

ment of protection than as an instru-
ment of assault. -Effective executives encourage(demand) dissent in the executive

Part Two: -There is no such thing as the siemand sroun theeve
commn god o th pulic nteestsuite and surround themselves with

A Society Without common good or the public interest pol mr nuh oko h
Dreams today: there's only self-interest, people smar endet to know the

Dream truth and independent enough to

-America is confused about what -Where have all the leaders gone? speak it.

constitutes leadership. Some claim it They are out there pleading, tem- -What is important to manage-
derives automatically from power: porizing, trying to put out fires. They ment is the capacity to see things in
some say it derives from a thorough are playing leading characters in the wide perspective, to receive impres-
comprehension of the nature of dreamless society. sions and gain experiences directly,
organizations. Part Three: not vicariously.

-More leaders have been made in Parts of Problem -No business should be designed
America by accident, circumstances, -American cultural traditions to win: it must be designed to grow.
and sheer will than by all the leader- define personality, achievement, and on both quantitative and qualitative
ship courses. the purpose of human life in ways levels.

-Today, we do not dream but that shower the individual with -America has no leaders today. It
merely fantasize about money and glory, has gamesmen-men and women
things. As a dreamless sleep is death, -A corporation is a collective
a dreamless society is meaningless. endeavor, and it needs collective (Gntintued on pvFW 33)
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CONCURRENT
ENGINEERING: A NEW

INITIATIVE
(., i t So/PC 1)01) Aciuzisitrzoti P) ,. 7i I

Dr. Jeome G. Lake

n a 103o movie three work- consider all elements ot the product Product life cycles are becoming
men are shown building a life cycle from conception through shorter. Labor costs are rising. In-

house. One drops a brick from a scar- disposal, including quality, cost, novation is taking on greater impor-
told, the brick hits a board which schedule and user requirements." tance. Major DOD weapon system
tlip,; and hurdles a can of paint. The Another definition was found in program cancellations, such as the
paint lands on the head of another literature explaining the role of the A-12, provide indications that major
worker. This worker turns and the Concurrent Engineering Directorate problems exist in product devel-
board he is carrying hits a prop (CED) within the U.S. Army Coin- opments.
holding up another scaffold. munications-Electronics Command. But, is concurrent engineering the
And .... This slapstick is intended to According to CED, "Concurrent answer? Is it really a new initiative?
create laughter. Engineering is the simultaneous and Is another approach really needed?

But off screen, in the development integrated engineering ot all design, Isn't this just another definition ot
and production of complex systems, manufacturing, and support aspects systems engineering? If not, will con-
uncoordinated and undisciplined ac- ot a product from concept through current engineering be able to ac-
tions are no laughing matter. Such availability. It is a teaming concept. complish what systems engineering
actions create unintended program All ot the people who normally get has not been able to accomplish?
cost overruns, development delays, involved in the product come The purpose of this article is to
non-producible designs and non- together as a team. Thean The se qetis andtrisetoanswer these questions, and to raise
operable products. together, trading ideas and ensuring the engineering community's aware-

what they decide now (like design ness of the need to change the wa'Industry and government decision- decisions, or major product modifica- systems engineering is practiced, and
makers recognize that U.S. com-affect what
p.anies must change the way products they have to do later like manuc-on what actions are being taken bY
are developed and produced. Several ture in quality, or ensure support Deense.
initiatives have been taken to correct the field). Everything is addressed Concurrent Engineering
these deficiencies and return U.S. in- simultaneouslv. Is it New? Is it Needed?
dustry to world-class producer status.
One such initiatve is concurrent These are a sampling of definitions According to Evanczuk (High Per-
engineering, of concurrent engineering. They em- formance Systems, April 1090 "in

Definitions body the major concerns expressed one form or another, concurrent
by advocates of concurrent engineering has been around for

Concurrent engineering is defined engineering. years. Indeed, many would call it
in a 1988 Institute for Defense sheer common sense development
Analyses report (IDA Report R-338) How will the product be produced? practice." The 1988 IDA report states
as "a systematic approach to the in- How will it be supported? their definition of concurrent
tegrated, concurrent design of pro- How will it be tested? engineering is considered the same as
ducts and their related processes, in- How will it be used? systems engineering (as envisioned in
cluding manufacturing and support. theory, not as practiced). Even a cur-
This approach is intended to cause Purpose sory review of Wilton P. Chase's
the developers, from the onset, to 1974 book, Management of System

Something needs to be done. The Engineering, reveals that systems
Dr. Lake is a professor of systems United States is losing markets and engineering as envisioned includes

engineering at the Defense Systems products are being produced with less "the integrated, concurrent design of
Engineering College. quality than in countries like Japan. products and their related process."
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Evidence suggests that concurrent terfaces" (Alberts, 1990). This ap- sense approach to accomplishing
engineering is not truly a new ap- proach was successful for the time. systems engineering-systems
proach to engineering a system. But, as the complexities of missile and engineering as it was originally de-

Why then should concurrent computer age weapon systems fined and envisioned (Chase, 1974)
engineering be embraced by industry evolved, interface control was not before poor specialization integration
and the DOD? The simple answer is sufficient to assure integration of the corrupted it.
that it is needed. Based on meetings diverse specialty inputs required to Concurrent engineering provides a
with industrial and government ac- develop, produce and support a hope for fixing the shortcomings of
quisition personnel there is agreement desirable and affordable product for systems engineering as practiced. The
that systems engineering, as prac- the 1960s and beyond. concurrent design of products and
ticed, is broken. Current systems However, integration of specialty processescan ensure that the systems
engineering practices result in inputs has not been realized, engineering process is properly ac-
fragmented, sequential design of the Specialties have failed to corn- complished during each phase of the
development, test 'verification, pro- municate and coordinate with others development life cycle (concept
duction deployment installation, throughout the design process. This definition, demonstration verifica-
operations, support. training and has significantly contributed to the tion, engineering and manufacturing
disposal functions of a system, breakdown of systems engineering development, production, operations

Such inefficiencies show up in pro- efficiency. and support). It includes all primary
functions for the system and itsgram schedule slippages and cost There is less agreement on a solu- separate products and processes

overruns; in product designs that tion to the problems related to im- (developer functions-development,
cannot be produced: in deployed proving systems engineering practice. test verification, production and
products that cannot be ,upported. Recommended solutions come in all distribution installation: customer
operated or maintained; in myriad flavors, highly dependent on the functions: operations, support, train-
waste and material disposal prob- specialty or cause being championed. ing and disposal). This framework is

tems: and in major modifications Some solutions offered include illustrated in Figure 1. The common-
sv,,tems produced.Willoughby Templates for transition- sense approach of concurrent engi-

It is recognized that such inetficien- ing to production ( 1985), Acquisition neering can provide each user of the
ties entered into systems engineering Streamlining (1086), Total Quality system's products and processes with
practices to a large extent because ot Management (1Q88), Concurrent the expected quality, at the expected
the emergence of engineering Engineering (1Q88). and Integrated cost and at the expected time. It has.
specialties (Chase. 1074, DSMC Product Development--an Air Force however, the challenge of acceptance
Report, 1001. These specialties are replacement concept for concurrent by the varied engineering specialty
tondly called disciplines by engineers, engineering (1000). communities.
and less fondly called "stovepipes" or Each solution has its merit. Con-
-cult,," Chase. 1074) bv critics. current engineering seems to incor-

Initial systems engineering con- porate the best in all proffered solu- Engineering
cepts ot the pre-I 0 o0s were based on tions. Concurrent engineering returns A necessary (but not sufficient,
shaping a series of macro level in- to the basics. It provides a common- condition needed to meet the expec-

,R I A,111lUI"() K !-(R1 A ,'1 IiJi( A i iO\ (N ( ,( \ .
I.; G IX1'. R IX (
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tations of concurrent engineering is t.'Gi/R t 2. JPROBI.FAIS A %I) l Hi iR
multi-disciplinary design teaming. R EI.A TIX)-SHIIPS IN ('0 X I 'R R F,,"
Design teaming is not explicitly in- I-A GI. N 1 1 1 IN(;
cluded in the IDA definition but it is
in the U.S. Army CED definition and #3 #6

it is also asserted by Chase (1974) as Neither DoD or Lack of Upfront

essential for systems engineering ef- Industry Has a Resource

fectiveness. Without multidisci- #1 Culture that Commitment (i.e.,

plinary design teams working on the Lack of Universal Widely Supports Time, People and

various aspects of the iterative sys- Understanding of Concurrent Ip Funding) at levels
tems engineering process, the mala- the Philosophy, Engineering to Implement
dies of systems engineering as prac- Processes, Tools Implementation. Concurrent

ticed will be repeated through the & Practices/ Engineering

practice of concurrent engineering. Applications of #4 Approach Early
Concurrent Organizational in the Acquisition

What will it take then to make con- Engineering. Roles are Not Process.
current engineering succeed? A Defined and
workshop was held in November #2 Established
100 at the Defense Systems Manage- Through Various Sufficiently.
ment College, Fort Belvoir. Va., to Means DOD Has
determine asnwers to this question. Institutionalized
The workshop was an initiative of the the Functionally #5
Office of the Under Secretary of Segmented Serial How DoWe
Defense for Acquisition. Six Approach to Incentivize and
challenges to the implementation of Weapon System Evaluate a
concurrent engineering were Development with Contractor to
examined by 10 work groups. These Sub-Optimization Propose'
challenges were products of a 1000 as a Result. Implement
Scientific Advisory Board on concur- Concurrent
rent engineering. The challenges Engineering
were: Approach VS.

Organizational structures Traditional/
Sequential

Business practices Approach?

-- lFunding and budgeting for
concurrent engineering

Education

-Integration ot cost, schedule,
performance and risk. related to implementing concurrent situations will not be improved. It is

engineering. These were distilled necessary for both problems to be
The problems related to imple- from more than 50 problems iden- solved to have a positive influence on

menting concurrent engineering, and tified in November. The 10 problems the problems to the right. Although
peculiar to each of these challenges, are provided in the influence flow several ot the problems defined in
were determined at the workshop by diagram of Figure 2. More than 80 Figure 2 are specifically stated for
100 representatives from govern- solutions sets were generated for DOD. there are direct applications to
ment, industry and academia. these problems during the December industry.

Based on the problems identified meeting. The second workshop, in Not surprisingly, problem -1
by the November workshop, a series late anuary 1991, generated a more received the most votes in identify-
of follow-up workshops were definitized set of solutions and the
scheduled. The goal of these barriers to implementations of con- ing te top 10 problems. Lack o

workshops was to develop action current engineering within the ac- eluding systems engineering-

plans to help implement concurrent quisition community. sigicantl m etcieeim-

engineering within DOD. The first significantly impair effective im-
o pworkshop wsin 2 plementation practice of that pro-

follow-up woresentwas in Decem- The interpretation of Figure 2 is cess. Problem *2 directly addresses
ober 100. Reprentatives from each that the problems on the left, if not the unsuccessful, institutionalized

working group participated along solved, will adversely influence (or practice of systems engineering.
with key representatives from the Of- "
ice of the Secretary of Defense and aggravate) the problem(s) to the right Problems *3 and *4 are directlyeach Service, as indicated by arrows. The rationale related to the "stovepipe" organiza-for problems #1 and #2 (also prob- tional structures under which

Problems Facing Implementation lems #3 and #4) being enclosed in the development efforts are being carried

The main product of the December same block is that if one of the pro- out in most U.S. companies and in
workshop was 10 overall problems blems is solved but not the other, government program offices.

Program Manager 20 September-October 1001
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the 10 problems were identified by
the concurrent engineering work
group meeting in January 1991. It
was concluded that such barriers ex-

#8 ist within DOD and industry. To bet-
#7 Current ter grasp the significance of these bar-Lack ofCurn
Discipline in the Contracting riers, they were grouped within seven
Diimenth Techniques Do categories- understanding, trust,
eqDefinition - Not Support leadership, resistance, resources, con-

Dei Concurrent tracting and imeasurement. The sug-
Process Engineering gested clockwise relationship among

Implementation. these categories is depicted in Figure
03. Strategies for overcoming the bar-

#10 riers related to understanding, re-
Gvr0 sources and contracting can be easily
Dictating incorporated in implementation ac-

Design & tions for the directly related problems
Business from Figure 2.

Practices However, building trust between
Inhibits government acquisition personnel

#9 Contractor's and contractors, finding leaders at all
System Ability to Use levels of acquisition to espouse con-
Development is Innovation & current engineering, overcoming
Begun Without M Technology & "cult" or "stovepipe" organizational
Risk Consider- Process resistance, and providing appropriate
actions (i.e., Approach. tools to measure success are more dif-
Producibility, ficult barriers. They must be con-
Supportability sidered separately in strategies for im-
and Operability). plementing each solution recom-

mended.

These barriers are further discussed
in the "Report on the DOD Work-
shops on Concurrent Engineering"

Problem *6 highlights the lack of I',' t .,. ICA R If I " U V . \ .
sufficient upfront funding to enable (0 :I 7R R JIN\'' LX( , I ! I I'\

early design efforts to include all eight
customer and developer functions. UNDERSTANDING
Problem #6 also highlights upper
management's lack of resolve to truly
'fix" acquisition maladies. Re-
quirements instability and incomplete
risk assessments (problems 107 & 49)
were determined to be pervdsive in MEASUREMENT
the practice of systems engineering. M

Problems #8 & *10 highlight current
contracting practice shortcomings, I

IN D) _; ST R~v

Thus, for concurrent engineering I I ]

to be successful and accomplish what CONTRACTING LEADERSHIP

systems engineering has not been able
to achieve, these problems must be
resolved.

Barriers to Implementation RESOURCES RESISTANCE

A set of 63 barriers that would im-
pede application of solution ideas to
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available from the Defense Systems for accomplishing it, and its expecta- engineering. Educational and training
Management College, Director of tions. It is imperative that a common opportunities must be provided and
Publications, RD-P, Fort Belvoir, VA body of knowledge be established to publicized. Rewards incentives
22060-5426. To overcome the bar- define what a person must know to should be initiated to motivate
riers to implementing concurrent be able to accomplish concurrent employees to learn and apply concur-
engineering, DOD and industry must engineering, rent engineering.
take aggressive actions, individually Finally, it is imperative that the -Establish Concurrent Engineering
and cooperatively, relationship between concurrent Education Opportunities. Oppor-

engineering and systems engineering tunities may be established through
What First? be clarified. To some people, concur- any or all of the following.

Understanding concurrent engi- rent engineering means the same as
neering is not only one of the pro- systems engineering, and to some -- ACADEMIA. Opportunities

blems that has the strongest influence concurrent engineering is done by a for including a systems view and the

on lessening the other nine problems, program manager rather than by a tenets for concurrent engineering

but is the primary barrier that must technical manager under the program should be sought within established
be overcome. Thus, solving problem manager. engineering programs. Concurrent
be solberome tol problem mitanher gengineering principles and philoso-
#1 should begiven top priority within To another group, concurrent phies should be integrated into ex-
DOD and its supporting contractors, engineering is adding support, test isting curriculums. Courses and areas
An explanation of why the problem and, or production engineering con- of concentration should be expanded
exists, several imperatives, and the siderations to systems design efforts to inlclude concurrent engineering.
five solutions derived during the con- earlier in the acquisition cycle than Subject specific or "short" courses in
current engineering workshops are presently practiced. The term "system concurrent engineering should be
presented below. These solutions engineering" does not commonly used. Research and thesis work in
must be collectively implemented to cause folks to think of concurrent multi-disciplinary topics related to
ensure understanding of concurrent engineering, or vice versa, concurrent engineering should be en-
engineering by the acquisition com-munity. couraged. Continuing education pro-

grams in concurrent engineering
Problem #1 exists basically because The Solution Set should be instituted.

of a lack of philosophical understand- The solution set derived at the -GOVERNMENT. Concurrent
ing of integrated approaches to the December workshop to some extent engineering should be built into cur-
engineering of manufacuturing, test; embodies the above imperatives and riculum of DOD, Government
validation, deployment installation, addresses the contributing causes of schools as part of existing educational
operations support, training and the lack of understanding of concur- or training programs. Universities
disposal to provide optimal products rent engineering by the acquisition receiving government-sponsored
and processes. There are two con- community. The five solutions from ;tudents should be encouraged to
tributing causes, the lanuary 1991 workshops follow, create graduate-level multidisciplin-

First, persons involved with
developing systems tend to be Top Management Support Coll- ary engineering degree programs and
specialists who analyze with their left current Engineering Education. Only then sponsor students in these
brain, but don't synthesize with their top management has the means to in-
rigtbrain then't systemszgin r itiate the changes needed to ensure -INDUSTRY. In-house training
right brain. The systems engineering that the work torce is educated in programs should be established in
process requires both analysis and nt engineering. specificallysynthesis to be accomplished, concurrent engineering. Therefore. concurrenegiergscfcay

top management must be convinced in the design process and in multi-
Second, engineers have not been that concurrent engineering is a disciplinary team building. Lessons

educated to think or act in an inter- value-added process and that they learned success stories should be
disciplinary way. Engineering educa- must make a visible commitment recorded and distributed. Sym-
tion is traditionally accomplished toward education of the work force. posiums should be sponsored and at-
using a rather strict disciplinary Top management support is ab- tendance encouraged. Consultant
approach. Concurrent engineering, solutely essential for meaningful provided training should be solicited.
however, requires an interdisciplin- changes in the way systems are Universities that offer programs in
ary approach. The institutional bias developed and produced. multi-disciplinary engineering should
against integrative study and think- -Educate the Infrastructure in Con- be encouraged and supported.
ists who don't work together as well current Engineering Education. Cur- -PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIA-

rently, there is broad lack of TIONS (NCOSE, ASEM, ASEE,
as could be, who design parts but understanding about the philosophy IEEE, AIAA). Concurrent engineer-
can't integrate systems. and practices of concurrent engineer- ing discussions, training, and other

It is imperative that the DOD and ing. In order for concurrent engineer- activities that will promote concur-
industry work forces understand ing to be implemented effectively the rent engineering philosophies should
what concurrent engineering is, how DOD and industry infrastructure be included in annual conferences.
it is accomplished, who is responsible must be educated in concurrent Books and journal articles on concur-
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rent engineering should be encour- , , l uti f;., terest appears to be motivated by us-
aged. ing concurrent engineering as the

-All constituencies should ,basis for implementing CALS.

encourage development of concur- The ORSA/TIMS generally takes
rent engineering media (videos, a more operations research approach
pamphlets). to systems engineering. The ORSA
-Design Curricula for Concurrent journal tends to publish more

"e in CI ryten -"' .. mathematical, academic articles. This
Engineering. Concurrent engi- i u otefc htmn ytm
neering topics need to be carefully is due to the fact that many systems
tailored and integrated into existing tIo-,'L t "> engineering programs have an

systems engineering or engineering analytical/OR base.

management curriculums, in DOD 'n:t; \ IV The American Society for
and civilian institutions. Topics Engineering Management's journal
should include philosophy, processes, has not focused on systems engineer-
tolls, and applications. .

j '  [ ing. Since it does focus on managing

-PHILOSOPHY. The pro- .engineers and technology, articles
duct process life cycle, engineer- ,'!"(' I :: discussing concurrent engineering
dustroes mifemyceengoners ring would be an excellent addition.ing systems management concerns ig ocretegneigo
and a customer orientation should be The National Council on Systemssystems engineering does not suffer Engineering was organized in August
included in product process design from lack of attention by various in- in to address systems engineering
classes. Teamwork, and the impor- terest groups. However, there is lit- matters. The issues facing systems
tant role of people in the product tIe to no dialogue between groups. engineering-its lack of recognition
development life cycle, should be The approaches advocated are often and effectiveness-are major topics
emphasized. conflicting or at least in differing being explored by the council. In a

-PROCESSES. It is essential to directions. paper presented to the council, the
include each of the design task pro- For example: One of the first spon- concept of concurrent engineering
cesses in a design course, especially sors of concurrent engineering was was not readily accepted. The vari-
the processes for production, test, the Society for Manufacturing ous society association interests tend
support and disposal. Competitive Engineers (SME). Their journals have to be parochial in that their thrust is
design techniques should include generated the most articles on this to gain proper recognition in the
design-tor-manufacturing (DFMN, topic. The SME, in cooperation with design development process for their
design-for-assembly (DFA), design the University of Southern California discipline, rather than the more
for simplicity (DFS), multi-functional and Digital Equipment Corporation, global goal embodied in the underly-
teams team building, process mea- sponsored a 3-day conference, ing principles of concurrent
surement and control, variability "Managing Concurrent Engineering: engineering.
reduction, and benchmarking. A Full Spectrum Approach." This Other activities advancing concur-

-TOOLS. Curricula should in- conference had a business focus with rent engineering include: FEE is
clude the following specialized tools: emphasis on automation in writing an industry standard on
quality function deployment (QFD), manufacturing. systems engineering which is in-
design of experiments, statistical pro- Additionally, CALS oriented tended to embody the concepts of
cess control (SPC), CAD CAM logisticians have expressed an interest concurrent engineering. The commit-
CAE CIM, Ishikawa (cause-effect in concurrent engineering. This in- tee includes industry representatives
fishbone diagrams. Taguchi
methods, computer aided system
engineering, common design data
base, computer aided software FI(; R 1" 4. M.IJOR ()R G .I\'ZA 1'10, LN 1,-1 j.
development (CASE), and computer
aided logistics support (CALS) PHILOSOPHY

-APPLICATIONS. Case PRINCIPLES PROCESS TOOLS APPLICATION
studies (industry success stories)
should be generated by industry, TOP MANAGEMENT X 0 0 0

academia and DOD institutions and
integrated into appropriate courses. ENGINEERING X X X

The degrees of emphasis in a pro- MANAGERS (MID-LEVEL)
gram or short course of the above
four areas are in Figure 4 for the three
major levels of organizations: ENGINEERS • 0 0 0

-Dialogue Within and Among Con- I
stituencies on Concurrent Engineer- LEGEND: 0 WORKING KNOWLEDGE X UNDERSTANDING 0 AWARENESS
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and the Defense Systems Manage- cess throughout development; and re-
ment College. In addition, the EIA quire each stage ot development to
NSIA AIA IEEE, NCOSE, and ASEM demonstrate not onl, performance
are actively involved as reviewers of but also producibility, testability and
the pre-coordination draft of MIL- supportability.
STD-499B for systems engineering. It A handbook planned on systems
is intended that MIL-STD-499B im- engineering will provide non-
plement concurrent engineering mandatory guidelines for implemen-
within the defense community. tation of concurrent engineering

There are several approaches to principles.
establishing better dialogue. Five In conjunction with resolution ot
follow, problems =1 and v2, the draft 490B

-DOD should sponsor joint sym- will implement recommended actions
posiums and forums. Specific au- to solve the remaining eight prob-
diences should be targeted and infor- lems. Establishment of multi-
mation distributed to gain widest at- disciplinary design teams and func-
tention within the acquisition com- tional review teams will help change
munity and academia. DOD and industry cultures, and
--Defense agencies should sponsor define ar.i cstabish organizational

joint conferences to discuss concur- roles in carrying out efficient and ef-

rent engineering. The U.S. Army tective systems engineering as envi-
Materiel Command is sponsoring based on the theory behind Figure 2. sioned (concurrent engineering!.
meetings in the headquarters to the implementation of solutions The contractor will be incentivized
discuss concurrent engineering im- associated with problem #2 is a must to implement concurrent engineering
plementation issues. In addition, joint in order for solutions to problem &I by requirement to submit with each
meetings are scheduled at the major to be effective. Ten solutions were proposal a systems engineering
commands to discuss implementation recommended by the concurrent management plan (SEMP) to describe
issues. I have been invited to address engineering workgroup for problem hov systems engineering will be ac-
a joint group to discuss concurrent &2. Implementation of these solutions complished in accordance with 4 13B
engineering concerns, and also has been initiated with the publica- and in response to the RFP The
chaired a workshop on concurrent tion of the 5000 series ot DO) negotiated SEMIV will be the basis for
engineering at the July 1091 Defense guidelines. Acceptance and ia- contractual work in lieu ot the stan-
Systems Management College plementation ot dratt %Ill.-STI)-400B dard. The SEMP will contain plan,
AIumni Association Symposium. distributed in May 1001, and its for technical control. system,

planned handbook in 1002, will coin- analysis, technology transition, in-
-A clearing house on concurrent plete actions on the solutions tegration ot technical inputs and the

engineering should be established to recommended, various specialties, and technical
collect and distribute lessons learned
and provide information on "best The 5000 series retlects concurrent review- Problems ,5. =8 and ,0).
practices." This could include manag- engineering principles as retlected in The draft standard requires ac-
ing a data base for electronic this article and the concurrent complishment ot the systems
dissemination ot information and a engineering workshop report. engineering process elements (,ee
hot line. The draft 400B calls for tOi crea- Figure 5) during each phase ot the

-Encourage exchange oppor- tion ot program office teams (con- program. This process requires

tunities among industry, academia, tractor and government) that will revisitingrequirenents problen ,7
and defense educational units. minimize functional organization, en- and considering all sources ot risk (orcourage a system approach to pro- each ot the eight primary tunctions

-Publication and distribution of gram management using concurrent (problem &0). By applying the
papers related to concurrent engineering techniques. and create systems engineering process to each
engineering should be included in all multidisciplined government con- ot the primary tunctions during early
engineering journals. Papers should tractor interfaces. In addition, im- phases ot the program, the contrac
be targeted to different levels of plementation of 40QB will provide an tor's proposal will include resource
management and practice. integrated program review process; requirements (time. people and fund-

What Must Be Done Next? structure the RFP to integrate the ing) necessary to conduct a concur-
systems engineering effort: place rent engineering approach. This will

According to the technique used to equal emphasis of product and pro- result in clarification of downstream
construct Figure 2, the next priority functions in upfront activities. Thus.
solution set to implement is .!.e views expressed in this article implementation of 400B will build in
associated with problem #2, over- are those of the author and do not the definition of and need tor upfront
coming the institutionalized. func- reflect the official policy or position resource commitments (problem *b)
tionally segmented serial approach to of the Department of Defense or the
weapon system development. Also U.S. Government. (omrinue'd on msid back coerl
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THE ROLE OF DSMC IN
SOFTWARE ACQUISITION

( 117 ,r t (~oA

Shcni'in J. Jacobson
Jame: H. l)obbins

he education ot program man- understand the nature and issues Department ot Defense. To date, wc
agers, conducting research in related to software development have helped the Services develop

acquisition related topics. and pro- management, and the related risk RFPs. choose source selection tech-
riding consultant service,, to the issues. How much the students must niques, choose and apply metrics,
Department ot Defense are the learn about software development develop management structures and
primary missions (it the Defense itselt to manage the development pro- strategies to reduce and overcome
%stemns Management College cess ettectively is a question we never risk, provide information on how to
I)SIC). To accomplish these goals stop asking ourselves. It is our big- conduct design review, review IV&V
ettectivelv, the entire educational get challenge. contracts, and look at sottwarc
proram ha', been restructured testing issues. We have provided con-
around the ne\ DoD 5000 series ot sultant services to the Office ot the
directives and instructions. In the Secretary of Defense fOSI)i through
sottware management depa;tment, the review ot policies and directives.
the primary emphasis is now on in- I I! C J- it assisting in the development ot new
tegration ot ,ottware into the total standards, and served on team,, pro-
systens development ettort. Everv i/, , Z ducing various OSD level plans and
program manager must Understand documents.
that it software is ignored, it will V, ; I , V

most likely be a primary factor in the The DSNIC has also researched
failure to deliver an operational and published the Mission Critical
system. .Coputer Rcsourcc Maliagooient

The challenges, faced by the sott- Guide. Other research has been con-

ware management tacultv at DSMC / I ,ducted in the areas ot risk manage-

are to incorporate the management ment, acquisition strategies tor sott-

guidelines ot DoDI 5000.2 into the , 'i 'ware, and critical success factors. The
uDSMC currently serves on the ad-

sotftware curriculum, and to apply, ~ / isr or o h otwr ni
these guidelines in the research and I11m visorv board (t the Software Engi-

cosutngsfered by neering Institute's ISELI Processconsul ti ng serv ices, ottre Pv!)'lFl~:[tf[rogram.

DSMC. These three activities have "o'

one central objective: to do what we f )i!t / t In restructuring our classes tor the
can to make the program manager,, Program Management Course using
self-sufficient in dealing with sott- I /a1/1, .j . the new DoD1 5000.2 as the outline.
ware issues. These challenges must be we cover such subjects as the Corn-
met for students and consulting puter Resources Life Cycle Manage-
customers who have a wide range of ment Program (CRLCMPI, Ada
backgrounds, without trying to make issues, Software and the Systems Lite
them sottware experts. It requires Cycle, Design Reviews and DoD-
that the students and other customers STD-21o7A, Risk Management and

Consultant and Research Services Acquisition Strategies to reduce risk,
Both author, serv" at the D)rinse To help us expand our capabilities, contracting for software, source

Systems anaqen'nt (ollet'. AI r. and increase our effectiveness, the selection, management and quality
]acobsmni is the ,S(fhivzr-e leparnttt software management faculty at metrics, test and evaluation ot soft-
(hair and Air. I)obbins is a i'ftsfsvn.of' DSMC currently provides consultant ware, and software from the contrac-
S.vstetns Acquiition A"laikqownt. and research services to all of the tors perspective.
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Helping Each Other are asking that those who are prac- The DSMC stands willing and able
Most Effectively ticing program managers, or are on to provide expert consultant and

program office staffs, provide us with research services to OSD and the ac-
Although we constantly try to im- information on the most pressing quisition community in the Depart-

prove this curriculum, the next step issues affecting their performance in ment of Defense on an as-available
in our efforts is to have the acquisi- managing software intensive pro- basis. For information concerning
tion community review our work and grams. The way DSMC can be most these services or to provide inputs
make recommendations on software effective is to understand and address into our efforts to improve the soft-
acquisition issues which need to be these issues. We need to help each ware management curriculum at
added or deleted from our current other, and in so doing can build the DSMC, please contact Mr. Sherwin
curriculum. Accordingly, so we can most effective possible acquisition Jacobson at (703) 664-3597 or DSN
help each other most effectively, we community. 354-3597.

EXPERIENCING DIVERSITY
((.Oltinlu'd ftitn patc 9)

cluding others, advertently or engine .... In my opinion the ferent as different" instead of
inadvertently, only way to be competitive is "different as deficit," the program

Managers must personally value to use all of the talent you can manager can create a work environ-

diversity in the work force. As muster, no matter how it is ment capitalizing on strengths of

leaders of work teams, managers packaged. (1987.) every team member and give each an

need to ensure that work groups or opportunity to maximize potentials.
organizations recognize contributions By understanding and valuing
of a diverse group. There are diversity, the program manager can
numerous things the group can do. ' manage the diverse work team more

Breaking Barriers ' effectively.

Gathering data by using an organi- References

zational climate survey can establish , , Edwards, A. (1001) "The Enlightened
a baseline for perceptions of the Manager.'' Working Woman,
group organization. Awareness lanuary, pp. 45-51.
training for everyone in the organiza- Frn.HwmiaWlC g

tinca nsiatIe ilou o ivr Fortue. "How America Will Change
tion can instigate dialogue on diver- Over The Next 30 Years." June 17.

sity. The video used in the workshop, ,Ove..r; The Nex 30 Y, 1 1.

'Managing Differences," by
Copeland-Griggs, is one of many Geber, B. (1990), "Managing Diver-

tocusing on increasing productivity ' ' '"'" sity," Training, July, pp. 23-30.

by valuing participation. Johnston, W. (1987), Work force

Process action teams (PATs) can 2000, Indianapolis, Hudson Institute.

help a group develop ideas for break- The bottom line in looking at the Johnston, W. (1989), Civil Service
ing organizational barriers. Celebra- work force in the year 2000 and 2000, Indianapolis, Hudson Institute.
tions of cultural contributions by beyond is that it will be different in Junior League Review (1987), "The
various groups through programs terms of demographics and values. Necessity of Diversity," Spring, pp.
and activities are successful ways to To capitalize on all talent and poten- 8-10.
acknowledge differences in many
organizations. Support groups for tial within the work force, program Kanter R. M. (1977), Mn an,
networking and developing formal managers in the acquisition corpsand Women of the Organization, New

mentorship programs have shown supervisors throughout the govern- York, Basic Books.
succss n soe oganiatins. ment need to be more aware of their

success in some organizations. frames of reference for dealing with Rosener, J. and Loden, M. (1091),

Jack MacAllister, Chief Executive "otherness." They must learn what Workforce America!

Officer of US West, said in the Junior motivates team members who are dif- Smith, Perry (1990), "Be a Better
League Review: ferent in their dimensions. Leader," Army Times, December,

The world which we live in is Managers need to develop oppor- pp. 41-46-50.

far too competitive to pass up tunities for people who are "different" Thomas, R.R. (1990), "From Affir-
available resources. You'll not to excel, so that everyone feels valued mative Action to Affirming
win races for long, firing only and appreciated as contributors to Diversity. " Harvard Business
half of the cylinders in your the work/mission. By accepting"dif- Review. March-April; pp. 107-117.
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IMPROVING THE
ACQUISITION WORK FORCE

u' /1 )fI .i i ww"', Ii / 1 ( .//

Major Robert L. Landi, USAF
Captain Greory A Garrett, USA F, CPCM

n the complex world of defense true teamwork among Department of personnel, a high-level Pentagon
acquisition management, Defense acquisition agencies and in- working group was established to im-

understanding government and in- dustry counterparts. This program is prove quality of the Air Force ac-
dustry perspectives is of great value, catching on. quisition work force. This group
Ultimately, such insight improves the Years ago, the Army started its manages implementation of new pro-
acquisition work force for both, and version of this program, the "Train- fessional development programs for
for taxpayers. Many Air Force per- ing With Industry" program. The tAir Force. Comprising general of-
sonnel, military and civilian, have ficers up to the three-star level andNavy followed with the Experience cvla qiaeti scle h
had the opportunity to gain this "dual With Industry program. Recently, we civilian equivalents, it is called the
vision" in the last 44 years through were contacted by NASA to help Acquisition Professional Develop-
the Air Force Education With In- start its EWl-type program. This ap- ment Council (APDC). In April 1990,
dustry (EWI) program. pears to be an IDEA whose time has it acted on the DMR investigators'

This program is managed by the come. suggestions and directed AFIT to

Air Force Intitute of Technology cmedevelop a mini-EWI program of short
wichrovdes nselted Ar chn eg The acronym IDEA means In- duration.which provides selected Air Force dustrial Development Education in TeArFreIsiueo

personnel an opportunity to ex- The Air Force Institute of
perience, up close and personally, the Acquisition, an outgrowth oforce Technology developed the IDEA pro-
rewards and pitfalls of a defense co Institute of Technology developed gram architecture and theory based
tractor in an era of declining budgets IDEA for Air Force acquisition per- upon lessons learned from the EWI
and layoffs. It's an eye-opening sonnel as a result of defense manage- program. The APDC approved it in
experience. ment review (DMR) reforms that the August 1990 and AFIT was host to

With the success of Desert Storm Department of Defense has been, and a customer working group conference
and renewed interest in and respect is, undergoing. in September 1990 to discuss with our
andorenewlitrs ty, tcustomers specifics like program
for U.S. military capability, this pro- During the DMR and other ac- mechanics, policies and selection of
for the "smaller, smarter" Air Force quisition work force studies, in- students. The conference included ac-
f thm llr. Asmater Air F" ore vestigators recognized the DOD ac- quisition policymakers from the Air

of tomorrow. As we try to"do more quisition work force knew little about Force, former EWI students, and
with less," it is important to foster defense industries, in general, like company representatives from the

mindsets, frustrations, profit/loss current EWI program. The customer
bottom lines, organizational con- working group and AFIT developed

fajor Landry is -i5 IDEA and EliI straints, etc. This resulted in sugges- the IDEA program as an advanced
programs manaiwr, Air Fore Institute of tions for a "walk-a-mile-in-my-shoes" and condensed EWI program for ex-
TechnolQ'v, Wr1ght-Patterson AFB, type program. perienced Air Force acquisition per-
Ohio. He is a 1985 EWIgraduate with sonnel, military and civilians.
M donnell Douglas. ImproveProfessionalism

Captain Garrett, CPCM, is a Improve Professionalism The National Managment Associa-
proftssor ofcontracting mano ment, Air When the Congress impi, mented tion, publisher, grants Program
Fore Institute of Technolegy. He is a 1986 the Acquisition Workforce Improve- Manager peiTnission to reprint tins ar-
EWI graduate with Northrop ment Act of 1990 to improve profes- ticlefiom the June 1991 issue of its Con-
Corporation. sionalism of government acquisition tract Management mazine.
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Understanding Industry ,After Ix ol/d 1X or IDEA Papers. While all EWI
students must submit a standardTo understand how the IDEA pro- rpr ulnn hi bevtos

gram works, it is important to know H, (G('110-17[ Hapt/ report outlining their observations,
grea kgwork, i mprato ow te activities and suggestions for govern-
the background'operation of the ment process improvements, the
EWI program today. In 1947, c-oIl i 'qlt IDEA student has a special document
General Hap Arnold determined that to produce. This includes being the
the Air Force made too many acquisi- author of a 10-page (minimum)
tion mistakes during World War II. clo.lo's to manuscript on a specific topic in their
To rectify the situation, he sent area of expertise, or an article sum-
several colonels to industries to work
at top-management levels and ,ili1'ti ', to tearn,, marizing ideas for improving govern-

ment or industry processes, based on
understand industry better. He hoped work with industry. All manuscripts
the colonels would learn from past ForIcU r (,1t 10 1/?" will be placed into a program com-
mistakes and return to the Air Force pendium and reviewed by an AFIT
to revamp policies and procedures. editorial advisory board for potential
Gentnel t A nold chprog s publication in professional magazines
continued-with many changes dur- or journals.

ite as As you see, this is a focused pro-

The EWI program today is used gram where experienced students will
primarily to cross-train selected t11 1)) ( :'! need a demanding program for a
military officers in the contracting shorter time. It started with 29
and manufacturing career fields. To- military and civilian students on 29
day, the majority of these military April 1991 and will end 27 September
EWI students come from non- 1991. Thirteen contractors are in-
acquisition positions: i.e., missiles IDEA Program Features volved in this program. A follow-up
and administration. Having little Program Length. Unlike the review will occur and the APDC will
defense acquisition knowledge, they 10-month EWI program, IDEA is make needed changes.
attend either a 5-week systems con- constricted by time, with a maximum During this trial effort, to keep
tracting course in Denver or a 2-week length of 6 months. Most programs costs at a minimum, students are
manufacturing course in Dayton last approximately 5-5' 2 months, selected from, and limited to, Boston,
before beginning a 10-month intern- This necessitates getting twice as St. Louis, Los Angeles and Dayton.
ship, starting each September, at much done in half the time. While all Students negotiate with AFIT and a
companies like Boeing, General EWI students have an orientation potential company for specific job
Dynamics and McDonnell Douglas. period, the IDEA student is limited to direction before entering the pro-
More than 100 companies par- a tight orientation schedule of 5 days gram, which requires insight, coor-
ticipated in the EWI program in the or less. dination and flexibility among the
last 4 decades. The top 11 companies Highly Experienced Students. three parties. We are confident their
(in terms of years participating in Unlike EWI, this program selects only efforts will be worthwhile and pro-
EWI) are as follows: Boeing, 44: vide the desired environment for a
General Dynamics, 41; McDonnell experienced captains, majors, lieute-
Douglas. 41: Northrop, 41; Hughes nant colonels and GS,,GM-11s stronger team relationship, with less
36; Aerojet, 35: General Electric, 35 through 14s. They meet high stan- animosity. It's a 'win-win' situation.

Leoe, 34; Wesinghoule.r 34 dards of education and acquisition -It's a win for the company of "free"
Kodak, 32; and Textron (AVCO 32. experience, are fully qualified in one expert labor

or more functional areas, and -It's a win for the student of in-

When students complete the EWI specialize in a narrowly focused, creased knowledge and understand-

program, they generally are assigned shortened program. ing industry

to an acquisition command, usually Functional Program Focus. -It's a win for the Air Force of bet-

in a system program office, acquir- Although our Air Force customers ter qualified acquisition personnel.

ing new weapon systems, or in an Air allow these students to experience an We continue to look for companies
Logistics Center, managing existing overview of various functions within to be hosts to future IDEA students
systems, spares acquisition, etc. For the company, the IDEA program in these options: acquisition logistics,
a detailed look at the EWI program, focus is tailored to specific student engineering, contracting manage-
read "Education With Industry in functional expertise and company re- ment, program management, comp-
Contracting Management-An Of- quirements. A no-cost service con- troller, science and technology, test
ficer's Perspective" by Captain tract is endorsed by both parties to and evaluation, and manufacturing
Gregory A. Garrett, in the July 1987 specify what is required in each case. communications-computers.
Contract Management. The new The program's goal is to focus on a For more information, write to
IDEA program is similar to the EWI single short-term project with results Major Robert Landry, AFIT/CISH,
program but incorporates key that can be measured in terms of a Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio,
differences, final product. 45433-6583.
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COST/SCHEDULE
CONTROL SYSTEMS

CRITERIA

Irnin . Faibisch

he preface of the Cost
Schedule Control System

Criteria (C SCSC) Joint Iplemienta-
tion Guide contains a white paper
defining objectives ot C SCSC. They

-For contractors 
to use etfec-

tive internal cost and schedule
management control systems
-For the government to be
able to rely on timely and 0
auditable data produced by

those systems for determining
product-oriented contract
status.

Once upon a time in the history of
C SCSC, we heard "Cost Schedule,"
and "Technical Performance" defin-
ing its value. The Technical Perfor-
mance aspect seems to have evolved
away from current mainstream
usage: it has nearly disappeared from
C SCSC lexicon and that is a loss to
the practice of program management.

The thesis of my article is that
technical performance is an inherent
part of the C/SCSC; a metric that has
fallen into disuse and ought to be
revived. Technical performance is at
the core of the C/SCSC; properly as - - -

an enabler, a vehicle of action,
within. Use of technical performance
as a metric is key to achieving effec-
tive and efficient program manage-

Mr. Faibisch is chief of contractor
program management and focal
point for Cost/Schedule Control
Systems Criteria at the National
Security Agency, Fort Meade,
Maryland.
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ment. To focus on this aspect of the -Provide a time-phased program the inherent value of C SCSC as a
C SCSC and facilitate its return to management baseline that integrates facilitator of actual day-to-day
general usage, the white paper's first the work to be accomplished with its management of contracts.
objective might better read: schedule hierarchy and the budget Total Quality Management implies

-For contractors to use effec- established to accomplish the work that the "customer is king." What it
tive internal cost, schedule and -Provide a systematic parsing of the customer (individual or collec-
technical management control the work into manageable, visible tive) is narrowly focused or un-
systems.... and hierarchal "chunks" according to familiar with some aspects of
Perhaps there would then be a an established product-oriented work C SCSC discipline and is, therefore,

stronger incentive for users and breakdown structure unaware of the value existence of all

beneficiaries of C SCSC to take bet- -Provide cost accounts and their technical tools available within the
ter advantage of its built-in derivative work packages that define C SCSC? In these circumstances,
framework for the real-time technical fields upon which cost and schedule TQM probably will facilitate only
performance. They are, it not the parameters, and technical descrip- processes known and understood
same thing, inextricably comingled, tions of the "chunks" of work are re- and, are viewed as valuable, or

What does C SCSC provide that quired to be accomplished. Cost ac- useful, by the practitioner
makes it. ot should make it, the basis counts and work packages provide customers. It won't open customers'

evs IoIl opportunities, had they
of competent program management? visibility and details of what should eves to a
Most prominent aspects of the be going on within the contracts, and been introduced, made known and
C SCSC are: .%hat actually is going on. The cost explained. The result: TQM will im-

account, by whatever form, provides prove recognized and tamiliar albeit
the medium-an arena-upon which imperfect) processes, but will not
thed ndforco e action is , boundaries until those boundaries are
tified and action is taken. expanded in subsequent efforts.

0VTQM & C SCSC - If the program manager's world is
The Joint DOD Industry Total defined in terms of the Cost Perfor-

Qualiti Management Team Report mance Report (CPR) or the Cost
for Program Mangagement on the Schedule Status Report (C SSR), or
Cost Shedule Management Process, contractor internal equivalents ( in-
published May 17, 1001. helps us stead of the process of and the utili-
take a fresh look at old habits. It ty of the contractor's management
gives 18 recommendations to im- control system), resulting im-

V .- prove the C SCSC process, of which provements should be mostly in the
10 relate directly to Cost Perfor- reporting area. The proactive
mance and Cost Schedule Status management control process would
Reports generated by contractors' continue at low ebb-business as
management control systems. Five usual.
relate to baseline planning, and one The TQM team reports that "Con-
each to training and administration, clusions clearly indicate that both
The other encourages groups like the DOD and industry place high impor-
National Security Industrial Associa- tance on the need for cost schedule
tion and the Performance Manage- management control systems." The
ment Association to continue im- principal C SCSC customer is
proving cost schedule management generally recognized as the program
methods, practicing and reporting. It
addresses management methods, manager, whether employed by
presumably including techical government or contractor. Program

managers and those with like respon-
Pmanagement which it shares with sibilities often extol C SCSC virtues
reporting. in terms of internal and external

This reflects views and priorities of reports that management control
the sampling of government and in- systems generate. They regard these
dustry C SCSC customers inter- reports as useful tools for managing
viewed by the C 'SCSC TQM Pro- the contract. These managers seem to
cess Action Team. It is a reasonably put the true management tool in-
accurate assessment of prevailing herent in C 'SCSC into the back-
views of the C/SCSC community. It ground. They focus instead on inter-
demonstrates that people using and nal and external reporting aspects of
benefitting from the C,'SCSC value C'SCSC. and then use reported in-
and rely upon reporting that formation for reactive management
CiSCSC enables: and, not much on purposes.
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The major contribution of CSCSC as an onerous burden, or work account. Or let's consider
C/SCSC should be in the proactive useful for producing after-the-fact eliminating 'account,' which
utilization of its disciplines at the cost and progress reports. If so, can recognizes only cost money aspects.
point where management control is, you blame them for focusing on re- Functional task is suggested as an
or should be, imposed-within the ports rather than action? improvement of the present cost ac-
cost account. Reports come later and The inevitable conclision is that count,) and the cost account
present a summarized history of ac- work packages and cost accounts are manager would become the fh:nc-
tivity to date. When used correctly, the principal places where technical tional task manager. These sugge,-
C/SCSC provides the program performance should be assessed and tions may be difficult to initiate but
manager and cost account manager where corrective action should be should be given serious consideration
the opportunity and means to take taken (along with budgets, schedule, by, among others, the Performance
appropriate action at the most oppor- value earned, actuals consumed and Measurement loint Executive Group
tune time- as problems occur. That the related indices, variances, and National Security Industrial
is when problems are amenable to ef- forecasts). Association.
ficient resolution.Uing theolontracts Most experienced program project One favorite expression in the

Using the contractor's C SCSC managers and bosses advise that no community is that it is "just one of
compliant management control person can be all things for all many tools in the kit of the program
system merely as a de facto provider program-management purposes. It is manager." That's true, but is an over-
of internal or external reports is a self- recognized that program managers simplification. It is a manifestation of
imposed limitation on the primary cannot solely be competent in all a too-narrow interpretation of the
purpose of the C 'SCSC; that is, to technical disciplines of a decent-sized role and value ot C SCSC, which
provide a means of control and program, and possess the interper- should be the principal tool of pro-management of the program or pro- sonal, fiscal, motivational, and gram managers and sub-managers toject. The C SCSC is capable of organizational skills to do the job perform their respective jobs.
broader contributions to program competently.
management than providing infor- Other tools which could be used in
mation after the fact. It is more than The program manager's primary other closely related disciplines-
a mechanism for providing cost and responsibility is to get the job done such as
schedule discipline and visibility; by whatever legal means is necessary. uhem addressing the funding pro-

blmthrough the Contract Furuis
however, that is what man,, other- Since no one can have technical Status Report CFSR or as a suport-
wise knowledgeable users and some knowledge in all fields of a complex ing tool for the program manager's
C SCSC "'cultists'' I believe and program, the program manager del-prctiSc ud egates detailed technical and cost and primary job of delivering a product -
practice. schedule ten t nd contribute to fulfilling requirements

The C SCSC influence on effective management reqirements tc of the program manager. These tools
program management ought to be lower-level managers-the cost ac should not be primary mechanisms
focused on physically carrying out directed to delivering a competent
the baseline plan, not merely telling Cost Accounts product on schedule and within
where to be in terms of scheduled vs. Cost Account Managers established cost limitations.
earned vs. costs. This unfortunate The title cost account manager im- Government and contractor pro-
turn of events (program manager and plies that cost is the primary driver, gram managers should use mechan-
cost account managers who generate which it is not and shouldn't be. Cost isms established by C SCSC as prin-
and in turn rely on reports, rather management and cost control are im- cipal vehicles for managing the pro-
than on contemporary hands-on in- portant but CAMs must be more gram: that is, as integrator of other
dicators within the contractor's than cost sensitive. They are charged management tools, specifically in-
management control systems to with the same requirements as the cluding management of technical per-
facilitate action) mav reflect job program manager-but the CAM formance. Other disciplines like
descriptions of C SCSC practi- program is their responsibility. The scheduling methodolgies feed into
tioners, many of whom are budget or cost account manager is responsible and support the C SCSC, and pro-
fiscally oriented program control for getting the job done within cost, vide their qualities to benefit their
people. on schedule, technically acceptable disciplines. An example is scheduling

and complete. The CAM job descrip- disciplines to address the schedulingoesn'ta makgemoenshe for- tion has many requirements like tMat problem, while providing the basis
prcora mavelunag at th cast of the functional boss-limited, for scheduling the C SCSC baseline
account level, utilizing CSCSCasits however, to tasks for which the plan.
principal vehicle, to be handled by CAM is responsible.
engineers and technicians, usually the
people physically responsible for pro- Perhaps we should consider replac- Conclusions
ducing the product? These people ing the term cost account with a more Program managers, cost account
need to be educated to take full ad- descriptive term. Since the CAM is managers or functional task
vantage of C/SCSC technical man- responsible for more than costs managers, program control people
agement power. Unfortunately, these associated with his work, a better and others using, generating or
are the people frequently viewing term might be management account depending on the management con-
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trol system defined by the C SCSC The foregoing is not meant to instantaneous detailed performance
should not think that C SCSC owes lessen the value of internal or exter- measurement visibility that tells us
its value and existence mainly to the nal management reports: they are the what's happening now.
CPR and C SCSC (and internal eyes and ears on the program. But, That's where the action is.
equivalent) reports it supports. they are after-the-fact reports telling

Because C SCSC provides an us where we've been and where we

ethical and disciplined mechanism for expect to go.

the management of a program by Program managers and their peers Endnotes
providing the framework for plan- and overseers must become conrfor-
ning, controlling and progressing, table with the concept of using the 1. The term 'cultist" is not meant
C SCSC's principal value lies in its C SCSC internally, in real-time, to as a derogatory or pejorative
program control and planning at- assess the condition of the program reference, although it sometimes is
tributes. This is an independent func- or its subsets; and, to use the used that wav. Bv cultist. I mean
tion of C SCSC and does not detract C SCSC as the field of action deter- anyone who is or is perceived as an
from its role in generating manage- mining and doing what needs to be expert imbued in C SCSC
ment reports that are useful as cost done. disciplines.
indicators and, because they are in- 2. Thanks to Doug Fisher, Super-
exorably tied together, as technical- Contractors' internal management conducting Super Collider Labora-
accomplishment indicators, control system structures provide the tory, for suggesting this term.

WHY LEADERS CAN'T LEAD
( Pntmued tivm ptqc 1 -1

clever and ambitious but with no real -- It is the true leader's task to
understanding or vision, create not only the climate ot ethical

Part Four: probity, but a climate that en-
Parts of Solution courages people to learn and grow.

-Institutions and organizations
are designed to make society, not the -- People in positions of authority
individual, prosper. must be alert, curious, impatient.

brave, steadfast, truthful and in
-- As the leader learns to fulfill his focus. These people must develop the

or her own vision, it is part o, the vision and authority to call the shots.
leader's job to assist employees to They' must have entrepreneurial vi-
fulfill their visions, sion, a sense of perspective, and be

-Too many' executives prefer to able to identify the forces at work on
deal with simple day-to-day pro- both specific organization and socie-
blems and settle for small wins, . tv in general.
rather than deal with the over- -Leadership ismorepracticethan
reaching problems. ,theory and is practiced in the real

-Too many people seek and ac- world, not a laboratory.
cept simplistic solutions for complex
problems and never question the -Leaders do not avoid, repress, or

solutions. ueny conflict, but see it as an

-Our collective incapacity to -One thing an executive needs opportunity.

tolerate ambiguity in the face of enor- above all is truth, all of it, all the This book explains how leaders
mously complicated problems has led time, and it is the one thing the ex- can lead. It offers penetrating advice
us to an almost automatic acceptance ecutive is least likely to get from his to leaders on how to take charge, and
of instant relief, assistants, if they are cut from the how to deal with troublesome issues.

-Americans seem unwilling to use same cloth. Therefore, executives Mr. Bennis hopes he can look back
their best qualities-integrity, dedica- have to surround themselves with 12 years after he wrote the book and
tion, magnamity, humility, openness people who can recognize the truth muse, "Where have all the leaders
and creativity-the basic ingredients when they see it, and convey it to the come from?" Perhaps consideration
of leadership. executive whether he'she wants to of the ideas Mr. Bennis presents in

-Anyone who intends to lead us hear it or not. this book will help bring about
out of the current slough will have to -Leadership is as much an art as changes needed and provide the
exercise vision and virtue, a science. answer.
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SIMON SAYS

Licutenant Colonel Vc-non E. Francis
CaptaMi Christopher Al. Antons

Captain J]ffin" S. Stoncbrakcr

ource selection is a crucial
..' stage ot the systems acquisi-

ton process. It is a decision to which
much time, ettort, thought and
resources are devoted. This decisionxI
process, studied and analyzcd during
the vears, (resulted) in Federal Ac-
quisition Regulations (FARs).
Department ot IDetense directives.
regulations and policies ot all Services -lw--
and specified commands. These I
directives, regulations and policiesI
create a framework for selecting the .;0- .j

best source selection decisions ot con- -,.

siderable complexitv. involving much
monev and aftecting the ultimate LII n
structure and readiness ot U.5S,
orces. The importance of careul . .

thorough deci,.ion-making is ,urn- I' ' ,. +-+

marized in the Federal Acquisition
Regulations. Source selection pro
cedures are designed to:

%Maximi/e competition: mini-.
mize complexity ot the solicita-
tion, evaluation, and selection
decision: ensure impartial and .
comprehensive evaluation t
contractors' proposals; ensure

Al1l ao thc aluthmnN sentat tht" U .S. 1
Air Ibnc Acadmy. Iwutenant GOkwl

h-11 I~lET P-Pnifrto Of m~aMWI1tm
lDepartwmnt of Afaluarmncpt. (aptai ..
A wtons is asitant /nvfrssm- ofbehav'mnl #,"
sicnccs, l e fact of'Bha,a1.w-nl ,CU'ns
anu lA'aderhip. ('aptain Stmclnnkr t.
afsistant bny ssm" of'Pathuematcal.cis E n
lDepartment of ,athcratical .s.n"

A llare actr in the Acadrmv Acquiw
tirm Research Group, sprnsord I7Y th.
Ikfrime Svsiems Alanae',n (olkly.
'hih also sponsmrd thi wseanrh.
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selection of the source whose -Does the current framework for Decision-making, especially in
proposal has the highest degree source selection, as contained in cur- organizations, has been studied for
of realism and whose perfor- rent regulations, directives and centuries but modern decision theory
mance is expected to meet policies, promote good decision- was not conceived until the orig-
stated government require- making? inal work of von Neumann and
ments best. -Can people learn to become good Morgenstern (1947). Their work laid
Individual Services specify similar decision-makers? Can decision- the foundation for modern decision

objectives in source selection making skills, particularly in the analysis and for much of micro-
regulations. realm of source selection, be economic theory and many behav-
Of central importance to source improved? ioral theories of choice. At about this

time, Herbert Simon began his life's
selection, when viewed as a decision This paper focuses on the first work of studying decision-making in
process, are these issues, question. We will describe one con- organizations, ultimately leading to

-What constitutes the best decision? cept of good decision-making. In par- his 1978 Nobel Prize in economics
More fundamentally, how do we ticular, we summarize Herbert (for defining rationality in human
recognize good decision-making Simon's work on rationality, which decision-making).
when we see it? spans more than 40 years of study-

ing decision-making in organizations, Herbert Simon:
work for which he received the Nobel Biographical Sketch
Prize in 1978. Herbert Simon, born in 1016 in

In another paper, we will sum- Milwaukee, received an under-
marize empirical evidence gathered graduate education at the University
by leading decision theorists and of Chicago, and was awarded a
cognitive psychologists during the bachelor's degree in political science.
last 30 years, regarding how people He concentrated on political science,A make decisions in organizations. This economics, advanced mathematics,
paptr directly addresses the question: symbolic logic and statistics.
r ) people inherently make good Simon fashioned himself as a quan-
.ecisions? Deficiencies, biases and in- titative social scientist. He worked

-.%y consistencies that appear with dis- with research groups at the Univer-
turbing regularity will be discussed sity of Chicago and the University of
and illustrated. In yet another paper, California at Berkeley before corn-
",e will address the question: Can pleting his Ph.D. degree. He taught
pLople learn to become good or bet- at the Illinois Institute of Technology
ter decision-makers? If so, how? in 194Z and, in 1947, published the

Decision-making is central first edition of Adniinistrative
to managing organizations. Some Behazvior, based upon his Ph.D.flf"f| argue convincingly that management dissertation. This was the basis for his
is decision-making. We talk of Nobel Prize winning research into

L ~ J decision-making and presume that decision- aking. In 1949, Simon
term is universally understood. Peo- took a position at Carnegie Institute
pIe rising to top leadership and of Technology, which later merged
management positions are, de facto, with Mellon University to oecome
good decision-makers. Often, the Carnegie-Mellon University, to
outcome of an uncertain event, where develop a new Graduate School of
the decision-making has no control. Industrial Administration cur-
is the major determinant of decision riculum; it was intended to provide

j r quality, rather than the analysis and business education for students with
thought processes of the decision- technical degrees, with emphasis on
maker. Some consider good decision- the application of science to manag-

ur 1  I making an innate characteristic; ing organizations. He remains at
others say good decision-making can Carnegie-Mellon today as professor
be learned and developed; some of computer science and psychology.
argue decision-making is an in- His research extends primarily into
dividual, intuitive and creative sort two fields: cognitive psychology ot
of thing; others believe decisions can human decision-making and com-
be scientifically analyzed and an op- puter science. Simon virtually in-
timal decision made by analysis. vented the field of artificial in-
Before we begin to address these telligence when he began early work
issues we must define and clarify of applying computer science to
good decision-making, the topic of mimic and assist human decision-
this paper. making. He has written more than
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700 books, monographs and articles judged by empirical evidence to be Consequences of this distinction
and made substantive contributions true or false. As examples; the ad- between factual and value elements
to political science, sociology, vanced technology fighter (ATF) at- of a decison are far-reaching for our
psychology, computer science, public tains a top speed of Mach 2.5 or it concept of "good" decisions. Each
administration, management and does not; the advanced technology and every decision contains subjec-
philosophy, fighter has an operational ceiling of tive aspects and we cannot say, iin

His conception of rationality in 60,000 feet or it does not. any absolute sense, that it is correct

human decision-making was fun- In addition to factual elements, all or incorrect. Every decision must in-

damentally different from the decision problems involve an ethical clude value elements. Therefore,

classical notions embodied in dimension, which encompasses the every decision inust include subjec-

economic and game theories. Simon's value elements of a decision. Rather tive judgments and opinions. We

administrative man was more limited than paraphrase, we quote directly cannot judge, in any purely objectiz'.

in decision-making capacities than from Simon (1976): way, whether a particular decision is

was the classical economic nan. At good" or not.

the risk of over simplification, Simon Decisions are something more Have we reached a dead end, then,
believed man has limited or bounded than factual propositions. To in our quest for a conception of a
rationality, as compared to the global be sure, they are descriptive of "good" decision? Are we inextricably
rationality presupposed in classical a future state of affairs, and this stuck in this quagmire of subjectivity?
economic and game theories, description can be true or false Is this as far as we can go in
Moreover, man did not seek to op- in a strictly empirical sense; but characterizing 'good" decision-
timize in his decision-making pro- they possess, in addition, an making? Not hardlv. According to
cesses but, instead, sought to select imperative quality-they select Simon:
alternatives that were simply good one future state of affairs in
enough. Simon was one of the first preference to another and direct We see that, in a strict sense,
researchers to consider normative behavior toward the chosen the administrator's decisions
and descriptive decision theories: a alternative. In short, they have cannot be evaluated by scien-
normative theory describes how deci- an ethical as well as factual tific means. Is there no scientific
sions should be made, whereas a content.... content, then, to administrative
descriptive theory describes how It is a fundamental premise of problems? Are they purely
decisions are actually made. Simon's this study' that ethical terms are questions of ethics? Quite the
Nobel Prize winning work reduced not completely reducible to fac- contrary: to assert that there is
the gap between normative and tual terms .... an ethical element involved in
descriptive theories of the time. every decision is not to assert

We hope to provide you a descrip- From this viewpoint, if a that decisions involve only
tion of Simon's conceptions of ra- sentence declares that some ethical elements....
tionality and how they apply to the particular state of affairs "ought
important decision process known as to be." or that it is "preferable" Hence, there is one sense insource selection. We Summarized or "desirable," then the which the correctness of his

mostly from the latest edition (1076) sentence performs an im- decisions can be judged: it is aof Simon's Administrative Behavior. perative function, and is neither purely factual question oftrue or false, correct nor incor- whether the measures he takes

Fact and Value in Decision rect. Since decisions involve in order to accomplish his aim

Simon believes there are two im- valuation of this kind, they, too are appropriate measures. It is
portant elements in a decision prob- cannot be objectively described not a factual question whether
lem, factual and value. This classi- as correct or incorrect, the aim itself is correct or not.
fication is crucial to understand good Continuing the above example, it except in so far as this aim is
decision-making. He points out: is an ethical, or value, premise that connected, by an "in order," to

This distinction proves to be a the advanced technology fighter further his aims....
very fundamental one for ad- ought to have a top speed of Mach Decisions can always be
ministration. It leads first of 2.5. One cannot argue about whether evaluated in this relative
all to an understanding of what it is correct to require the ATF to sense-it can be determined
is meant by a "correct" admin- have this operating characteristic. It whether they are correct, give
istrative decision. Secondly, it is a subjective evaluation, an opinion, the objective at which they are
clarifies the distinction, so oftenmladifes the itertureo oftValue elements, then, may be con- aimed-but a change in objec-made in the literature of ad- sidered aspects of a decision that are tive implies a change in evalua-ministration, between policy subjective. They are opinions that tion. Strictly speaking, it is notquestions and questions of ad- can never be judged true or false, cor- the decision itself which is
ministration. (Simon, 1976, p. rect or incorrect. As we shall see, evaluated, but the purely fac-
d9 C

value elements form the basis upon tual relationship that is asserted
Factual propositions are statements which the goodness of a decision is between the decision and its

about the observable world. They are evaluated, aims....
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The last point may be stated in LIurrct 5 l It is the task of evaluation teams
a more positive way. In order to judge, precisely in the sense
for an ethical proposition to be s'L'tionl described above by Simon, the fac-
useful for rational decision- tual elements of the source selection
making, (a) the values taken as decision. These teams of functional
organizational objectives must / FO i turt's Ilii experts are equipped to determine
be definite, so that their degree what should be evaluated (factual
ot realization in any situation pr'ct't-i', fitn elements) to assess how well pro-
can be assessed, and (b) it must posals met specified objectives (value
be possible to form judgments c ;l-it a-ount of elements). These experts are most
as to the probability that par- qualified to assess the likely truth or
ticular actions will implement falsity of factual elements that fall in
these objectives. (Simon, 1976.) tliis i))i/?(ortalil/ their domain. For example, cost

analysts evaluate factual content of
What Simon means by factual [itjl tjti bt'l iUt'l the alternative courses of action (i.e.,

premises is important and has direct contractor proposals) regarding
implication for judgment in decision. - predicted costs, and the probability
He states: fllt10 all i'th~c of attaining these costs. Engineers

The division of the premises of perform the same types of judgments
decision into those that are rL'iS',s of regarding design and performance
ethical and those that are fac- characteristics.
tual might appear to leave no Rationality in Decision-making
room for judgment in decision-
making. This difficulty is Having made the important
avoided by the very broad distinction between factual and value
meaning that has been given to elements of a decision, it is possible
the word "factual": a statement to proceed toward a concept of ra-tionality in decision-making. Simonabout the observable world is probabilities and the desirablity of said:factual if, in principle, its truth consequences with respect to stated
or falsity may be tested. That values. ... it was concluded that the cor-
is, it certain events occur, we rectness of an administrative
sav the statement was true; it Implications for Source Selection decision is a relative matter-
other events occur, we say that Current source selection pro- it is correct if it selects ap-
it was false.... cedures and practices take explicit ac- propriate means to reach
This does not by any means im- count of this important distinction designated ends. The rational
ply that we are able to deter- between factual and value premises administrator is concerned with
mine in advance whether it is of decision. The source selection the selection of these effective
true for false. It is here that authority, with advice of the source means.. it is necessary to ex-
judgment enters. In making ad- selection advisory council, ultimately amine further the notion of ra-
ministrative decisions it is con- determines value elements that will tionality and, in particular, to
tinually necessary to choose guide the source selection decision, achieve perfect clarity as to
factual premises whose truth or Value elements take the form of the what is meant by "selection of
falsehood is not detinitely specific criteria on which this impor- effective means"....
known and cannot be deter- tant decision will be based; they go
mined with the intormation and turther by specifying the relative im- ... concentration on the rational
time available for reaching the portance, or weight, of criteria. Value aspects of human behavior
decision. (Simon, 1076.) elements of the source selection deci- should not be construed as an

sion are carefully and clearly stated assertion that human beings are
in the source selection plan, and are always or generally rational.Now we are beginning to make described in enough detail to meet the That misconception, which

progress. To judge if one course of usefulness criteria, mentioned permeated utilitarian political
action is better than another, we previously: theory and a large part of
must: -The values taken as organiza- classical economic theory, has-Have clearly defined value tional objectives must be been decisively refuted by
judgments, also know as organiza- definite, so their degree of modern developments in
tional objectives realization in any situation can psychology and sociology.-Be able to assess probability that be assessed (This important topic, whetherhumans are innately rational in
a particular course of action will lead -It must be possible to form decision-making processes, is
to particular consequences judgments regarding the prob- crucial and is the topic ot
-Assess relative merits of alternative ability that particular actions another paper. Simon recogniz-
courses of action based upon these will implement these objectives. ed there is discrepancy between
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what decision-makers actually weakly and imcompletely tied The final stage of decision is
do and what good decision- together; and the integration of establishing preferences among the
makers ought to do, according these elements bc-come pro- consequences, termed ez'aluation by
to an adopted theory of gressively weaker as the higher Simon.
rationality.) levels of the hierarchy-the To each (course of action) cor-

ymore final ends-are reached. responds a unique set of conse-
Means-Ends Hierarchy quences. Rational behavior in-

In a complex decision problem it is Function of volves a listing of consequences
not possible to specify simply the Knowledge in their order of preference, and
ends and alternative means for In Decision the choice of that strategy
achieving those ends. Whereas there which corresponds to the alter-
is direct correlation between the value Knowledge of the specific decision native highest on the list.
elements and the desired ends in a domain directly influences the (Simon.)
decision, and factual elements and decision-maker's ability to construct
the means for achieving desired ends, the means-ends chains or, alter- Definitions of Rationality
specifying the relationship between natively stated, to ascertain conse- We are in a position to present
means and ends, specifying the quences of particular alternatives. Simon's definitions of rationality. He
linkages between courses of action Usually, it is not possible to do this found it necessary to distinguish be-
and desired outcomes is complicated, with certainty of relationships and tween types of rationality in decision-
in part, because: linkages between means and ends, or making, depending upon whether the

alternatives and consequences. decision was (1) conscious or un-
Ends themselves, however, are Often, the major cause of this dif- conscious, (2 correct or incorrect
often merely instrumental to ficulty is uncertainty about the with respect to the information and
more final objectives. We are future. This, in turn, necessitates knowledge available to the decision
thus led to the conception of a estimation of the degree of maker, or (3) in congruence with in-
series, or hierarchy, of ends. uncertainty involved, which takes the dividual or organizational values. We
Rationality has to do with con- form of expectation, risk, or prob- quote Simon:
structing means-ends chains of ability. While these terms havethiskind (Sion.)A principal aim ... has been to
this kind. (Simon.) precise and different meanings in build the foundations upon

Thus, as a first step toward ra- probability theory and decision which a clear understanding ot
tional decision-making, it is necessar theory, they are popularly used to the concept of "rationality'
to analyze, or decompose, a complex imply the same notion: uncertainty could be erected. Clarity does
problem into means-end chains that about future consequences. Subse- not necessarily imply simplic-
naturally form a heirarchical struc- quent papers will clarify distinctions ity, however. Roughly speak-
ture. Only when such linkages and between terms as used in probability ing, rationality is concerned
relationships are understood is it and decision theorv. with the selection ot preferred
possible to proceed toward ratio- The function of knowledge in behavior alternatives in terms
nality. As Simon said: the decision-making process is of some system ot values

The fact that goals may be to determine which conse- whereby the soncequences ot
dependent for their force on quences follow upon which of behavior can be evaluated,
other more distant ends leads to the alternative strategies. It is Does this mean the process ot
the arrangement of these goals the task of knowledge to select adaptation must be consciou,,
in a hierarchy-each level to be from the whole class oi possi- or are unconscious processes in-
considered as an end relative to ble consequences a more eluded as well? It has been
the levels below it and as a limited subclass, or even shown that many ot the steps in
means relative to the levels (ideally) a single set of conse- mathematical invention-than
above it. Through the hierar- quences correlated with each which there can presumably be
chical structure of ends, strategy. The behaving subject nothing more rational-are
behavior attains integration cannot, of course, know subconscious .... Moreover, it
and consistency, for each directly the consequences that consciousness is not stipulated
member of a set of behavior follow upon his behavior. If he as an element of rationality are
alternatives is then weighted in could, a sort of reverse only deliberate processes ot
terms of a comprehensive scale causality would be operating adaptation admitted, or non-
of values-the "ultimate" ends. here-future consequences deliberate ones as well?
In actual behavior, a high would be determinants of pre-
degree of conscious integration sent behavior. What he does is Shall we, moreover, call a
is seldom attained. Instead of a to form expectations of future behavior "rational" when it is
single branching hierarchy, the consequences, these expecta- in error but only because the in-
structure of conscious motives tions being based upon known formation on which it is based
is usually a tangled web or, empirical relationships, and is faulty?
more precisely, a disconnected upon information about the ex- Finally, in terms of what objec-
collection of elements only isting situation. (Simon.) tives, whose values, shall ra-
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tionality be judged? Is behavior therefore, best qualified to determine
of an individual in an organiza- "which consequences follow upon

tion rational when it serves his which of the alternative strategies.'
personal objectives, or when it and "to form expectations of future

serves the organizational consequences... being based upon

objectives? known empirical relationships, and

Perhaps the only way to avoid, upon information about the existing

or clarify, these complexities is situation."

to use the term "rational" in Roughly speaking, evaluation

conjunction with appropriate teams construct means-ends chains

adverbs. Then a decision may by scoring the particular areas, items,
he called "objectively" rational factors and subfactors and by assess-
if in fact it is correct behavior ing levels of risk. The colors,
for maximizing given values in numbers or symbols used as scores,

a given situation. It is "subjec- are, in reality, estimates of the future
tivelv" rational if it maximizes consequences associated with par-

attainment relative to the actual ticular alternatives. Each assessment

knowledge of the subject. It is of high, medium, or low risk level for

consciously" rational to the each score is, in reality, the expecta-

degree ti.at the adjustment of tion or probability of that specific

means to ends is a conscious future consequence occurring.
process. It is "deliberately" ra- The current source selection pro-
tional to the degree that adjust- cess fosters application of judgment
ment ot means to ends has been by those possessing the greatest

deliberately brought about (by degree of specific knowledge to deter-

the individual or by the mine which aternatives are expected
organization). A decision is to result in the preferred conse-
organizationally" rational if it quences, within the precisely stated
is oriented to the organization's system of values. Adequate provision

goals; it is "personally" rational is made for attaining objective ra-

it it is oriented to the in- tionality in the source selection deci-

dividual's goals. sion process.

Implications for Source Selection It is important to point out, as a
It seems clear that the current final note regarding objective ra-

tionality, that it is essentially impossi-
source selection process, as embodied ble to attain objective rationality. To

in FARs, directives and policies, is in- do so, the decision-maker must know

tended to provide the decision-maker all alternatives, construct all ap-
with a I ramework for rational
deisionmaking.orefor thl propriate means-ends chains, assess
deCision-making. Moreover, the expectations for all uncertain conse-
source selection process appears to be and the detail required to clearly quences, etc. It is here that Simon's

constructed to promote objective ra- establish the means-ends chains notion of bounded rationality takes

tionality, subjective rationality, iecessarv to discriminate between form. The decision-maker can know
deliberate rationality anti organiza- decision alternatives. Without such a these important aspects of decision

tonal rationality. Each is discussed I
boa rclear statement of the value ystem to only within the limits imposed by ex-
below, be employed in the source selection perience, knowledge, time and effort

Objective Rationality in decision, objective rationality would available to search and study the

Source Selection be impossible. decision environment.

The source selection plan pre- Also necessary for objective ra-

scribes clearly and unambiguously tionality is selection of "the correct Subjective Rationality in

the system of values to guide the deci- behavior for maximizing the given Source Selection

sion process. These are provided in values." Correct behavior, in the con- Subjective rationality is attained if

precisely the hierarchical structure text of source selection, is selection of the decision "maximizes attainment

described above. Specifically, the the contractor whose proposal is relative to the actual knowledge of
source selection authority's value deemed most likely to lead to desired the subject." Simon did not

system is communicated in the source consequences. It is here that evalua- distinguish relative degree of subjec-
selection plan in terms of areas, tion teams provide expert judgment tive rationality. According to his

which are further subdivided into to the source selection authority, definition, a decision is subjectively

items, which are further broken into Functional experts should possess a rational or it is not. Thus, a decision-

factors, and then subfactors, depend- high degree of knowledge in their maker untrained in systems acquisi-

ing upon complexity of the decision areas of expertise. They are, tion and unfamiliar with the source
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selection process can, in Simon's con- Equally as certain is the fact that behaviors of the decision-maker(s)
cept of rationality, make "just as" organizational rationality should sup- within this environment.
subjectively rational a decision as a plant individual rationality in the Having proffered a concept of
systems acquisition expert. How source selection process. That is not good decision-making, we will turn
then, does this concept apply? to say that source selection decisions our attention to the important issue

A source selection decision only cannot and are not made, at least in of whether or not people inherently
can soed e suectin dcirionanly part, on the basis of individual goals. make good decisions. Do people in-

can be deemed subjectively irrational Ideally, individual goals and herently behave in accordance with
if the decision-maker does not select organizational goals are congruent. Simon's concept of rationality when
the best alternative with respect to Thus, source selection decisions can confronted with complex decision
available knowledge. There appear to be individually and organizationally problems? This is the topic of another
be two instances that could cause this rational. On occasions where in- paper
to occur: (1) the decision-maker dividual goals and organizational
selects an alternative other than the goals are in conflict, decisions should Bibliography
best one dictated by current state be made on the basis of organiza- Air Force Regulation 70-15, "Formal
of knowledge: or, (2) the decision- tional goals as specified in the source Source Selection for Major Acquisi-
maker does not employ all selection plan. A potentially serious tions," April, 1988.
knowledge available at decision time. problem of conflict of interest occurs Francis, V., R. Grey, J. Stonebraker,

If we agree with Simon's ideas, the if source selection decisions are R. Tremaine, et al, "Decision
source selection authority's decision knowingly made on the basis of per-
to select a contractor other than the sonal values which are at odds with Analysis i Source Selection for
best one, as dictated by subjective ra- organizational values. Defense Systems Acquisition." paper

tionality, could occur only under the presented at Joint National Meeting

following circumstance: t decision- Conclusion of Institute of Management Sciences

maker's concept of best differs from The purpose of this paper is to ad- and Operations Research Society of

that dictated by the system of values dress: What is good decision-making? America, Ias Vegas, Nevada, May 7,

embodied in the source selection plan The answer is important to decision- 1990.

and the knowledgeable judgments making in general and to the par- March, James G., "Bounded Ra-
made by the evaluation teams. Now, ticular decision process of source tionality, Ambiguity, and the
the concept of best can differ only selection. Without a clear concept of Engineering of Choice," Bell Journal
because one: what constitutes good decision- of Economics, Vol. 0, 1978, pp.

making, it is impossible to assess 587-608.
-Does not agree with system ot whether one decision process, or the Simon, Herbert A., "A Behavioral
values choice of one alternative is superior Model of Rational Choice,"
judgments of evaluation teams to another. Quarterly Journal of Economics, Vol.

-Employs a different means of syn- We have, in this paper, taken good 60, 155, pp. 99-118.
thesizing the multitude of judgments to mean rational. The Webster dic- Simon, "Rational Choice and tk'
into a final decision, tionary definition of rational seems Structure of the Environmep..

siStrctur ofogh thein Envirooeor
The first instance requires the simple enough: having reason or Psychological Review, Vol. 63, 1056,

system of values to be revised. The understanding 2a: of relating to, or
second implies ineffective use of eased upon reason.. .4a: agreeable to pp. 129-138.
available information, in the form of reason: intelligent, sensible. Simon, Administrative Behavior: A
expert judgments. The third requires We see quickly that, in the context Study of Decision-Making Processes

examination of how the many scores of important and complex decision- Third Edition, New York, NY: The
and risk levels are rationally making, this idea is complicated. Thrd ess, 76.
combined into a single, overall While there have been noted scholars Free Press, 1976.
decision-an important topic to be and experts studying the decision Simon, The New Science of Manage-
discussed in another paper. process from different perspectives in ment Decision, Englewood Cliffs,

the last half century, we elected in N.J.: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1077.
Conscious, Deliberate and this paper to adopt Herbert Simon's Unknown, "Herbert Simon: A
Organizational Rationality In conception of rationality. A critical Retrospective," paper presented at
Source Selection asse sment of the current framework the Eastern Academy of Management

These forms of rationality require for .ource selection as embodied in National Meeting, Washington D.C..
little discussion. The source selection existing Federal Acquisition Regula- May 14-17, 1987.
process is conscious and deliberate. tions, and other Department of
One hardly can argue that source Defense, service and command von Neumann, . and 0.
selection decisions are made sub- regulations, policies and directives, Morgenstern, Theory of Games and
consciously out of force of habit or draws us to the conclusion that it pro- Econieir Preto, N947.
by conditioned response. Conscious vides an environment conducive to Princeton University Press. 1947.
thought must inevitably be brought rational decision-making. Whether or Websters Third New International
to bear on this complex and impor- not rational decision-making actually Dictionary, Springfield, Mass., G &
tant decision, takes place depends upon the specific C Merriam Company, 1971,
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CONCURRENT ENGINEERING: A NEW INITIATIVE
((Gnmtiu'd.fivn pac 25)

required to accomplish concurrent Bibliography Linton, Larry R., "Untangling the
engineering. Knot of Product and Process
en ery. Alberts, Henry C., Paper on "Opera- Design," High Performance Systems,
Summary tions Researching the Systems April 1990, p. 14.

I have looked at a new initiative Engineering Process," May 1990. MIL-STD-499B Pre-Coordinationtaken by the Department of Defense Chase, Wilton, P., "Management of Draft, "Systems Engineering," May
and industry to rectify the poor per- Systems Engineering," Wiley: New 15. 1991, ASD/ENS & DSMC;SE-T.
formance of systems engineering. It York, N.Y., 1974.
is imperative that something be done; "Report on the DOD Workshop on
things are in a mess. Concurrent Evanczuk, Stephen, "Concurrent Concurrent Engineering," Defense
engineering is the new initiative. Engineering-The New Look of Systems Management College,

Whether or not concurrent Design," High Performance Systems, November 14-15, 1990; December
engineering succeeds will depend April 1990, p. 16. 17-21, 1990; and January 28-29, 1991.
largely on the success of two ongo-
ing efforts.

The first is the implementation of
recommendations from the recent
Concurrent Engineering Workshop
for improving understanding of con- ] .
current engineering within DOD and ....
industr. This is needed to overcome R-- - .* -

the primary barrier-lack of T\ _Li' .
und rstanding of concurrent -A-

engineering., ( Nk, (
The second is the acceptance and k " }

implementaion of MIL-STD-499B,
released as a pre-coordination draft
in May. This standard is intended to ") R_
implement concurrent engineering R (_) G ,
within the Department of Defense . N - v:p
and industry for weapon system Nvi -A NN
acquisitions.

It these efforts are successful, the It's twenty weeks long. The Program Management Course
goals of systems engineering will be is intense, in depth, and insightful-our students say so.
met: manufacturing, support and They also say it's more valuable and more directly ap-
other disciplinary concerns will be
satisfied: weapon system acquisitions plicable to their careers than any other college experience
will be more efficient; products will they've had. They say they'd hate to be thrown into a
improve in quality, and the United program office without it. Congress agrees-and it's now
States can become a world-class in- a law that every DOD program manager must be a
dustrial nation. graduate. So, if you want to be a program manager some-

Yes, concurrent engineering and day we expect to see you here at the Defense Systems
systems engineering are essentially Management College. For people not quite ready for the
the same. Yes, concurrent engineer- big step, or people who just need some refresher courses,change, we have 22 short courses to look into. Call (703) 664-2152uch. ior (703) 664-4777 for a College catalog and academicM uch is riding on this initiative .a e d r
Discipline agendas must be put aside, calendar.
New paradigms must be developed,
A cooperative effort must be made to
make concurrent engineering work. I
Each individual reading this article
must be part of the solution.

Our mess is no laughing matter.
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